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—News In Brief
Vietnamese using MIA issue
for improving U.S. relations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vietnam's desire to improve relations
with the United States, and thereby become a potential foreign
aid beneficiary, is a major cause of the recent flurry of activity
involving American MIAs from the nation's longest war,
legislators and other informed officials say.
"They are reaching out to the NIXtrld," Sen. Dennis DeConcini,
D-Ariz., said Wednesday at a news conference after he and three
other legislators returned from a nine-day trip to Southeast Asia.
In recent months, Vietnam has released more information
about the remains of some of the 2,441 Americans still unaccounted for from the Vietnam War and the Hanoi government has
promised even more information and remains in the future.
But other factors are helping push the issue to the front of the
public mind. Those factors include renewed attention on the
plight of American servicemen who fought in the Vietnam War,
along with a spate of books and movies about fictional rescues of
American prisoners.
Included among the latter is last year's hit movie, "Rambo,"
starring Sylvester Stallone as a former Green Beret soldier who
returns to Southeast Asia to rescue American POWs.
While the official U.S. government view is that the possibility of
prisoners cannot be ruled out, most U.S. officials say privately
they don't believe there are any remaining prisoners.
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska, said Wednesday the delegation did not receive anything to encourage the belief that
prisoners still remain.
"I don't want to raise any false hopes," Murkowski added.
The U.S. military role in the war began in the mid-1960s and
ended in 1973, when American ground troops were withdrawn and
591 American prisoners were returned. But there have been
recurring reports — "live sightings" — that have fueled speculation that some prisoners are still being held. Both Vietnam and
Laos deny they hold any U.S. prisoners.
The United States has requested a full accounting of the missing men, but it received relatively little attention until 1981, when
President Reagan took office and elevated an accounting to the
"highest national priority."
Following Reagan's declaration, the president and top administration officials pressed their case in public, declaring
repeatedly that they wanted a full accounting et the U.S. servicemen. U.S. officials also traveled to Vietnam for technical and
low-level meetings and pressed the case there.
Since then, Vietnam has turned over more than 30 sets of remains, permitted a U.S. team to excavate a B-52 crash site, and
has promised information on 50 more MIAs next month.
Murkowski and DeConcini said they think Vietnam's desire to
resolve the issue is motivated by its hopes for diplomatic ties with
the United States and eventual Western economic help for the
financially hard-pressed nation.
In addition, there have been private, unpublicised meetings
between the two sides, according to officials, and Secretary of
State George Shultz wrote in 1984 to Vietnamese Foreign Minister
Nguyen Co Thach seeking more information.

Elsewhere...
the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Prominent Nicaraguan exiles say the
U.S.-backed rebel movement is in disarray, with some contending that even President Reagan's plan for large-scale American
military aid might not revive the war against that nation's leftist
government.
NEW YORK — "Amerika," the miniseries that Moscow
wanted killed, has survived political pressure and ABC's accountants and now is scheduled to depict life in the United States
under fictitious Soviet rule in the spring of 1987.
NEW YORK — A sharp slide in crude oil prices promises a shot
in the arm for the American economy by putting more cash in
consumers' pockets and corporate treasuries without fueling
inflation.
WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency is
calling for an immediate ban on some products made with
asbestos, and phase out the manufacture and import of many
other items using the cancer-cautdrig material.
WASHINGTON — Cuts in federal aid that may be triggered
under the balanced-budget act passed by Congress will amount to
"urban terrorism" for the nation's cities, Boston Mayor Raymond L. Flynn says.
BOSTON — For millions of Americans cursed with tupby tummies and flabby thighs, science has some bad news: Fat is in the
genes. But for parents worried about their children's eating
habits, the news is better. The youngsters are not necessarily
destined to grow up to be chubby adults.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger 41
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a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.
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Mostly clear and cold
tonight. Low in the middle
20a. Light wind.
Partly sunny Friday. High
45 to 50. Southeast wind
around 10 mph
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mild conditions with a
chance of showers Saturday;
cooler conditions with a
chance of rain Sunday
LAKE LEVELS
254.5
Kentucky Lake
304.5
Barkley Lake

25 CENTS

Business issues discussed at luncheon
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce held its
quarterly meeting for members
Tuesday at a luncheon at Sirloin
Stockade. Speakers Jo Crass,
Dr. Cathy Cole and Dr. Melvin
Henley informed the business

representatives present on
several key issues in the state
and local governments that are
of interest to businesses.
Henley, chamber representative who also served as host,
brought to the attention of the
business representatives the
issue of the pOssibility of the 425

week limit that was set on
worker's compensation -for permanent partial disabilities being
removed. This "bears watching" Henley said.
The protection of the solvency
of the unemployment insurance
trust fund is another issue that
will affect businesses, Henley

County
Business representatives were informed about several issues during Murray-Calloway
Henley and
Chamber of Commerce quarterly meeting for members. Seated at the bead table were Rita
speakers Dr. Melvin Henley, Jo Crass, Murray city clerk, and Dr. Cathy Cole.

said. Legislation would raise the
cap on the maximum payment
from the current $140 a week to
$190 a week when the fund
reaches a certain level. Henley
reported the state chamber of
commerce said that if this
legislation passed, approximately $7 million still owed to
the federal government on a
previous loan would be demanded immediately. Then the fund
would be in the same position it
was in a few years ago, and
businesses would have to increase their payments to the
fund added Henley.
Henley also said something
needed to be done to help maintain roads. A $438 million shortfall over the next few years is
projected is Something is not
done about the roads, Henley
said.
Crass, Murray city clerk,
discussed the problems the city
will face when federal revenue
sharing is discontinued. She said
the city will have to find ways to
fund the needs of the
community.
House Bill 120 is very important to cities across the state,
Crass said. This bill deals with
limiting the amount a city can
be sued for in liability cases.
This is an attempt to help
alleviate the problems many
cities are having in trying to find
liability insurance. She added
that many cities are interested
in forming a pool to provide
liability insurance.
On the local level, the city
(eont'd on page 2)

Reagan's abortion comments quelled
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House is seeking to quell
reports that President Reagan
told a group of anti-abortion
leaders he might consider pardoning abdrhion clinic bombers
on a "case-by-case" basis.
Reagan met privately with
about two dozen abortion foes
Wednesday after giving a
telephone pep-talk to thousands
of demonstrators who marched

to the Supreme Court on the 13th
anniversary of the landmark
decision legalizing abortion.
Paul Brown, chief executive
officer of the American Life
League, told reporters following
the White House session that he
asked Reagan "to simply consider a pardon for all of the prolifers who have been jailed
because of the clinic violence."
"Mr. Reagan stated that he

may eventually consider it on a
case-by case basis," Brown
said. "We have asked him to
consider a pardon, because the
majority of these people are
well-meaning people. We condemn what they did, but we still
think they are nice people and
should not have to spend the rest
of their lives in jail."
Brown said such individuals
"never hurt anybody, they may

have destroyed a building or
two, but they have not done
anything to hurt a person."
Joseph Scheidler, a leader of
another anti-abortion group,
Pro-Life Action, said he joined
in Brown's request.
Scheidler said Reagan "listened attentively" to their suggestion about meeting with the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Industrial prospects
visit the community
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Representatives of an industrial prospect were welcomed to Murray by city officials
Wednesday, according to community sources who confirmed
that a group of businessmen
visited the city to look at the
100-acre industrial park located
north of Murray off U.S 641.
The unidentified group arrived by helicopter early Wednesday before touring the site.
Mayor Holmes Ellis said that
a group visited the site and was
shown the city, but he declined
to comment any further about
the name of the industry or
where it was located.
Buddy Buckingham, president
of the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation, also confirmed the
visit by an industrial prospect.

"This is not the first group
we've had in here," stated Buckingham in a telephone interview
late this morning. "We've had
three or four (industrial prospects here in the past month to
six weeks."
Buckingham also declined any
specific information about the
visitors, saying only that they
represented a "nice sized operation...nothing huge in comparison to Toyota. They,want to
remain anonymous though."
"They were impressed with
Murray," added Buckingham as
he explained that the group was
also looking at other sites and
other states.
Buckingham stated that he anticipated a decision coming as
soon as 30 days concerning any
decision by the visitors to locate
a plant, possibly in Murray.

FAA wants to suspend two pilots, •
engineer at Arrow Air, official says
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Aviation Administration wants to suspend the
licenses of two pilots and a flight
engineer at Arrow Air as a
result of an incident last
%November involving the same
DC-8 that later crashed at
Gander, Newfoundland.
The suspensions, which may
be appealed to the National
Transportation Safety Board,
stem from an incident last Nov.

15 in which the DC-8's tail
scraped along the runway as the
plane was taking off from Grand
Rapids, Mich.
FAA spokesman Bob
Buckhorn said Wednesday the
FAA's action against the flight
crew was taken after it was
determined that neither the
pilot co-pilot nor flight engineer
aboard the plane reported the incident, nor recorded it in the
flight log

Shriner of the Year
Cliff Finney of Murray was elected to the position of Oriental
Guide on the elected Divan of Rizpah Temple, Madisonville, on
Jan. 9. In addition, Finney also was awarded the "Shriner of the
Year" award from out-going Potentate Rill Alward. Finney is an
active menstand past president of both Murray Shrine Club
and Rispah Clown Unit. He was chairman of the Shrine Circus
presented in Murray in 1965 and will be circus chairman again in
1986. Finney has served the Temple as Ambassador and Potentate's Aide. He is a charter member of the Rizpah Legion of
Honor. He also Is a past patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
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Pogue Library
gets_ papers of
local historian

•

A world of ice
This "fisheye" view from the ship's mainmast shows ice floes from horizon to horizon around the MN'
Greenpeace. The Greenpeace expedition ship managed to reach 70-degrees South in the western Ross
Sea recently before once again being force north by the ice. The Greenpeace has been trying for two
weeks to find a way through the packed ice to its destination at Cape Evans, Ross Island, Antaractica.

Obesity and thinness is in genes
according to medical findings

•

BOSTON (AP) — For millions
of Americans cursed with tubby
tummies and flabby thighs,
science has some bad news: fat
is in the genes.
But parents worried about
their children who overeat can
take heart — the youngsters are

Hubbard pleased
with sale of C-J .
U.S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard. D-Mayfield, representing Kentucky's First District,
told Congress this week that
there are "tens of thousands of
Kentuckians who are overjoyed" that the Bingham family
is selling its media holdings in
Louisville. The statement was
confirmed early today by Jim
Kanouse of Hubbard's
Washington office.
In a written statement printed
in the Tuesday edition of the
Congressional Record, Hubbard
stated, "In fact, there are tens of
thousands of constituents in my
24-county Western Kentucky
district who look forward to the
time when the Louisville
newspapers are owned by a corporation or individuals who will
give our portion of the state fair
news coverage."

not necessarily destined to
become chubby adults.
The results of a study of
adopted children published today in the New England Journal
of Medicine show that fat adults
are likely to have fat children
and skinny adults to have skinny
children, even when they give up
the youngsters at birth and have
no contact with them.
The findings also show no apparent link between adoptive
parents' physiques and the
shapes of the children they
raise.
Diet experts have long assumed that genetic inheritance plays
at least some role in people's
tendency to be overweight. But
the new data cast doubt on
another entrenched theory —
that people are often obese
because they learn bad eating
habits as children.
"The real surprise is that the
adoptive family has no impact
at all, as far as we can tell," said
the study's director, Dr. Albert
J. Stunkard of the University of
Pennsylvania. "I had certainly
thought that early childhood
eating habits have a lot to do
with becoming fat. They may
not."
The researchers cautioned,
however, that people shouldn't

use the data to conclude that
dieting is futile.
"These findings do not mean
that fatness, including obesity,
Is determined at conception and
that, as in the case with determination of eye color, the environment has no effect," they
wrote.
Stunkard noted that lots of
people with two fat parents —
the ones who probably face the
highest genetic risk of obesity —
take off weight and keep it off,
overcoming their genetic
tendencies to be fat.
"What has been shown here is
that there is a strong genetic
factor," said Dr. Jules Hirsch of
Rockefeller University. "What
Isn't dealt with is: 'What has
society done to permit the maximum uncovering of this gene?'
Thanks to fast food and so on,
the fullest impact of obesity is
now visible as never before."
In an accompanying editorial
in the journal, Dr. Theodore B.
Van Itallie of St. Luke'sRoosevelt Hospital Center in
New York said doctors shouldn't
give up prescribing diets for
overweight patients. Losing
weight cuts fat people's risk of
diabetes, high blood pressure,
high blood cholesterol and some
cancers.
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Traffic lights
at intersection
emg repairea;
caution urged
_1111

The 'State Department of
Transportation's highway
maintenance department worked Wednesday and was out
again today repairing traffic
lights at the Kentucky 121 and
U.S. 641 North intersection. The
lights have been out of service
for three or four days, according
to Calloway County Deputy
Sheriff Max Dowdy, and have
been flashing a yellow caution
light for traffic travelling along
U.S. 641 North and a flashing red
light has been stopping traffic
travelling on Kentucky 121.
The lights caused one minor
accident at approximately 5:30
p.m. Wednesday, with no injuries reported, according to the
Murray Police Department.
Hardy Outland of the local
highway maintenance department office reported that
maintenance workers from
Paducah were scheduled to
work on the lights again today.
It is not known how long the
repairs will take and the public
is urged to use extreme caution
at the intersection.

1986

Legislative briefs

House committee approves bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thwarted by Congress in their
last major effort to generate
low-interest loans to Kentucky
farmers, House agriculture activists are pushing a different
kind of bill in the 1986 General
Assembly.
The House Agriculture and
Small Business Committee gave
the bill impetus Wednesday, approving it unanimously and sending it to the full chamber.
The bill's primary sponsor is
Rep. Ward "Butch" Burnette,
but state Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills was credited with
the concept: Making idle,
surplus state funds available for
low-interest loans to farmers
and small businessmen.
The Linked Investment Loan
Program, as envisioned in
Burnette's House Bill 150, would
make available $70 million for
short-term loans in what essentially would be a one-year
experiment.
"This bill at best may be just a
drop in the bucket," said Grant
Satterly, a program manager of
the Office of Investment and
Debt Management, who testified

in support of the bill Wednesday.
The money would be
distributed to lenders at 4 percent less than the rate the state
otherwise would charge them,
based on treasury bill rates.
Lenders would have to match
the state funds dollar for dollar
and make the loan at a correspondingly low interest rate.
Satterly said a typical loan
could be 54 percent to 65 percent at today's rates.
But with a $50,000 loan limit
and a 12-month pay-back requirement, "we're probably
talking about making loans
through one crop year as a trial
program," Satterly said.
Non-agricultural small
businesses would be eligible for
the loans, but the greatest demand is expected to be for crop
loans, he said.
The bill is much less ambitious than the 1984 legislation
that created the Kentucky
Agricultural Finance Corp. It
was to generate low-interest
loans up to $250,000 through the
sale of as much as $500 million in
tax-exempt bonds.

Disputes begin over budget
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — As
it usually does, the battle over
the 1986-88 biennial budget will
come down to a war of numbers.
This year, it will be a case of
whose numbers are right — the
Revenue Cabinet, which makes
the official estimate for the
state, or Larry Lynch, a Transylvania University economist
who makes revenue projections
for the General Assembly.
The lines were drawn Wednesday when Lynch disputed the
Revenue Cabinet's figures.
Lynch's estimates were below
the cabinet's by $80.9 million in
fiscal 1887 and $60.8 million in
fiscal 1988.
Revenue Secretary Gary
Gillis said the cabinet's
estimates were "somewhat conservative. ... We are very confi-

dent that our numbers are very
much in line with our past
history."
The problem begins in the current year.
Lynch's estimate of the
General Fund is $47 million than
the cabinet's official estimate of
$2.762 billion.
Those lower first-year figures
generally account for the differences in later years because
Lynch and the cabinet generally
agree on percentage increase
figures down the road.
With receipts already in for
the first half of the current year,
the General Fund is up by 6.4
percent. But the cabinet needs
growth of 7.5 percent in the current quarter and 7.8 percent in
the final quarter to reach its annual projection.

Donor program endorsed
LOUISVIll.F., Ky. (AP) — A
thoracic surgeon is urging the
public to support a bill in the
Legislature to strengthen and
expand Kentucky's organ donor
program.
"A very critical shortage of
donor organs now exists," said
Dr. Gerald Temes, chairman of
The Louisville Institute for
Heart & Lung Disease at Jewish
Hospital.
"During the past year, patients have died needlessly in
Kentucky hospitals because the
number of organ donors hasn't
kept pace with the needs of recipients," Temes said Wednesday
in a statement issued by the
hospital.
He suggested the public contact members of the House and

Senate and encourage them to
support House Bill 5, introduced
by Rep. Tom Burch, D Louisville.
Kentucky now has an
Anatomical Gift Act, which permits those over 18 to donate any
or all of their usable organs by
signing the back of their drivers'
licenses.
Burch's bill would require
hospitals to provide information
and counseling to family
members of a possible organ
donor. Hospitals also would be
required to notify the regional
organ procurement organization
when a death has occurred or
when the medical staff has
determined that a patient is terminally ill.

Chamber...

Choose from a beautiful assortment of shaker knit, novelty or Misses
sweaters at one low price. S,M,L.
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Papers of the late John C.
Waters, prominent Calloway
County historian, have been
donated to the Pogue Special
Collections Library at Murray
State University by his widow,
Golda Page Waters of Paducah.
Dr. Keith M. Heim, head of
special collections at Murray
State, said the extensive collection includes notebooks, scrapbooks, clippings and articles
written by Waters relating to
Murray, Calloway County and
the Jackson Purchase.
Subjects range widely from
histories of early-day families
which settled at Wadesboro and
a history of the schools in the
county to the hanging of outlaw
"Pud" Diggs. Also included are
copies of the original two plats of
Murray and Wadesboro, the
original county seat.
Waters, who died in May 1967,
was instrumental in identifying
and preserving the original
at
county courthouse
Wadesboro, which is now
located in the Murray Calloway
County Park. An active member
of the Kentucky Historial Society, he was a founder and an
original officer of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society.
"It would be difficult to
overestimate the importance of
Mr. Waters' work in preserving
our historical heritage and the
value of his papers to both
historians and genealogists in
their research," Heim said.
To be known as the John C.
Waters Papers, the collection
was obtained through the efforts
of Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of
journalism and radio-television
at Murray State, and Heim.
Heim brought the papers back to
Murray from the home of
Waters' sister, Mrs. Kelly Jones
of Troy, Tenn., where they had
been stored since Waters' death.
The materials are now being
processed by the library for
public use.

Kentucky
General
Assembly

Reg. To 27.00

Murray, Ky

(Cont'd from page 1)
council will be deciding on extending utilities to the industrial
park. Henley said, "If this is not
approved, we won't have an industrial park." He requested
businesses to contact the city
council and push for the extension of utilities.
Crass said,"I think you should
really be proud of Murray that
you have the level of service for
the low cost you have."
Cole, assistant to the president
at Murray State University,
discussed the governor's proposed budget in relation to higher
education. One of the major
Items for the area included in
the budget was the new industrial technology building at
Murray State.
Another budget item was the
proposed salary incentive pool.
Cole said while this would be administered by the Council on
Higher Education, $500,000 has
been designated for Murray
State over the biennium.
Other items included in the
bodget that are beneficial to
higher education is a 19 percent
operease for fttrmula funding for
higher education and more
funds for student financial aid.
The overall picture. Cole said
is that during the first year of
the biennium, a little over $1
billion is designated for higher
education and during the second
year over $1.1 billion

Reagan...
(Cont'd from page 1)
families of the jailed bombers
and to consider the pardons.
"He said that he might consider
this request on a case-by-case
basis," Scheidler said.
White House spokesman
Albert Brashear disputed their
account and denied that Reagan
made such a statement.
Brashear quoted Reagan as
saying, "I may get a review on
that case." He said the president
was talking about a case that
had been mentioned about a
man who received a 42-year
sentence for kidnapping a physician who performed abortions
Brown and Scheidler's
remarks caused a stir among
several other participants in the
meeting They came forward to
emphasize to reporters that they
did not believe the president in -

Board to meet
The Calloway County Board of
ducation. will hold a special
meeting on Satiiraray,Jan. 25 at 8
a.m.
The meeting is for the consideration of the employment
status and contract of Bobby R.
Allen.
Board of education meetings
are open to the public

e

tended to condone the violence
and that they did not interpret
his remarks in the same way
Brown and Scheidler had.
Kate Michelman, the executive director of the National
Abortion Rights Action League,
criticized Reagan for "giving a
platform" at the White House to
people who want the bombers
pardoned. She said 85 incidents
of such violence have occurred
since Reagan took office in 1980.

Calloway board
expells student
The Calloway County Board of
Education held h special
meeting Wednesday to discuss
student personnel.
The board moved into executive session to discuss the
agenda.
Upon returning to regular session, the board voted to expel! a
Calloway County High School
student. The charges against the
student, according to Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent, are
possession of marijuana and
of a knife on high
possession
school Campus

Clarification
The Kenneth Thomas listed in
the Jan. 11 district court report
for theft by deception under $100
Is not the Kenneth W. Thomas of
900 Stratford
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Murray Ledger & Times

by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Kudos to Governor
Collins' Budget
Thanks Governor Martha
Layne Collins. The inclusion of a
$12.5 million industry and
technology building at Murray
State University is indeed good
news for the university and the
comunity at large.
A new facility of this type is
greatly deserved and long
overdue.
According to Kenneth W.
Winters, dean of the college of
Industry and Technology, the
action by the governor was a
"milestone." We agree.
For too long students and
faculty have endured overcrowdedness and tight working
conditions. The construction of a
new building will ease many of
these problems.
We applaud the governor's
decision to include the Murray
State University project in her
budget and the funding which
will bring faculty raises in the
next year.
Murray's current budget is set
at $57.2 million, however, with

the governor's proposed increases the budget will go to
$62.1 million the following year.
The funding formula will be
Increased from its present level
of 95 percent to 97 percent which
the Council on Higher Education
uses to estimate programs.
In addition, Governor Collins'
recommendations for the
tourism industry will not only
help the Commonwealth as a
whole, but the people of
Calloway County and the surrounding lakes area.
A three-fold increase in the
cabinet's advertising budget, to
$1.5 million annually, is certainly welcome news, too.
Some of the monies will go
toward renovation of state parks
In western Kentucky. Many of
which contribute to this area's
economy.
In order to continue promoting
Kentucky's tourism attractions
the proposed budget increases
were desperately needed and
again we salute Governor Collins' decision in this field as well.

Score one for NCAK.

Murrayan's mother is living in Japan
where she teaches English in a hospital
We had an interesting lady
visiting —1ft—our neighborhood
recently. She was Virginia Lee
Braymer, a registered nurse
and, since 1977, a linguistic consultant on the staff -4 the
1,000-bed Iwate Medical University and Hospital at Morioka,
Japan.
She was in Murray to visit one
of her four sons, Richard Flack,
who lives at 1017 Story Avenue.
Richard, who is engaged to Nancy Noffsinger, is with the
Employment Division of the
Kentucky Department of
Human Resources. He works out
of the Murray office on South 6th
Street.
As a Navy wife in the late
1950s, Mrs. Braymer lived in
Japan for three years, and "fell
in love with the country and the
people." While there, she was instrumental in teaching a prominent Japanese physician and his
family to speak English.
It was at their invitation that
she returned to Japan in 1977 to
make her home and to join the
staff at the Morioka hospital.
• • •
A native of Denver, Colo.,
Mrs. Braymeyer received her
degree in nursing at Long
Beach, Calif. At the Morioka
hospital, she teaches English to
the doctors and nurses, all 772 of
whom are registered.
Her services are available to
everyone on the staff, and she is
consulted in just about every
matter in which the hospital and
the Egnlsh language are involved. She also serves as the
hospital's official hostess for the
many American doctors who
come to Japan and visit the
facility, considered one of the
country's largest regional
medical centers.
Although she does not fluently
.ii-peak Japanese, she
understands it. Ali her conversein Net colleagifeN,
tfOne
however are in English.
Her activities, though, are not
altogether restricted to the
Morioka hospital Last year, for
example, she went to Tibet as a
linguistic lecturer and par.
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ticipated in similar meetings in
Shanghai and Beijing, China.
She also leads her own,
private, English speaking club
at the hospital. It meets every
Saturday afternoon with people
from all walks of life attending
its sessions.
As a sideline activity, this
energetic lady currently is
writing a tourists' book about
Morioka, its 400-year history,
customs and places of interest.
Earlier in her life, she took journalism in college, and has practical, working experiences on
six newspapers.
• • •
Mrs. Braymer lives in an
apartment on the grounds of the
hospital, five minutes from her
office. Although she enjoys all
kinds of Japanese food, which
she adeptly eats with her own
chopsticks, she admits that in
the eight years she has been in
Japan, she has never herself
prepared a meal.
"I am constantly being invited
to dinner by someone on the
staff," she said, "or I have my
meals in the hospital's cafeteria.
A very personable and prim
lady with a quick smile, Mrs.
Braymer went on to emphasize
that she is treated as a
Japanese, and generally wears
a "yakata," or native dress,
when at the hospital.
Life in a Japanese hospital, in
contrast, is quite different from
that in a comparable American
health care center, she pointed
out. For example, when a
Japanese patient is admitted,
his or her entire immediate
family comes with them.
They stay in the room with the
patient throughout his or her
stay, sleeping on the floor and
caring for the patient's every
need with exception of prescribed medical treatments. "At no
time is a Japanese patient left
-aone,rriihe said. "There is some
family member with them at all
times.Ambulance service is free in
Japan, and the nurses never
turn their backs on a superior,
backing out of the room, bowing

at the door, then leaving.
The Japanese also have
socialized medicine. The
government pays all but a small
part of a patient's medical expenses, and virtually every
family carries the prescribed
government hospitalization
insurance.
• • •
Since the Morioka hospital is a
university facility whose
primary mission is training doctors, many of its medical staff
come to America at one time or
another to study. One, Dr.
Nobuko Sato, a biochemist,
presently is studying at the
University of Louisville. Mrs.
Braymer had an opportunity to
visit with him by phone.
There are a few women physicians in Japan, she noted, explaining that women are not permitted to compete with the men.
A city of 240,000, Morioka is on
Honshu, the main island of
Japan and located some 600
miles from Tokyo. Japan's new
and fast train, the
"Shinkansen," ends its run
along elevated tracks from
Tokyo at Morioka.
"Six years ago, it took 8-1/2
hours to make this trip," Mrs.
Braymer said. "Today, on the
fast train, they make it in two
hours and 45 minutes."
The Morioka area is a rural,
farming area and boasts of
Koiway Farms, Japan's largest
dairy operation. The weather,
she said, is about what you
would find in Portland, Ore., and
January and February are its
coldest months with ''lots of
snow."
• • •
"Morioka is such a safe place
in which to live," she said.
"There is virtually no crime.
There are no drug problems. No
one has guns. It is safe to walk
the streets at night. Everyone is
in their homes by 9:30, and there
is no bus service after that hour
— only taxis."
She laughs when she recalls
two attempted bank robberies
which have occurred during her
years in Morioka. In one, the_

would-be robber handed ttlt
teller a note. -What does it saN
I can't read it," the girl said.
At this, the robber turned an
fled. "She was telling the truth.
Mrs. Braymer said, "because
few Japanese can reii ,)
another's writing."
In another attempt, the robber
told the teller to put all her
money in a paper bag and give it
to him. Moments later, she
handed him a bag, and he, too,
fled. He didn't notice, but
printed in Japanese on one side
of the bag were the words,
"Won't he be surprised!" The
bag contained only shredded
paper.
There are no janitors in the
Japanese schools, she noted,
pointing out that "the kids
straighten up their desks an
sweep the floors before they go
home." Also, at the beginning of
each new calendar . year, the
hospital's personnel rolls up its
sleeves, pitches in and scrubs
every nook and cranny in the
facility.
• • •
Mrs. Braymer keeps up with
the news from America by watching the bi-lingual TV network
and by reading the English printed newspaper, Mainchi
Daily, out of Tokyo, although it
reaches Morioka three days
late.

'

"I plan to live the rest of my.
life in Japan," Mrs. Braymer
said, emphasizing that she has
found the Japanese people to be
"very kind, efficient and cotnpassionate." She receives a
30-day vacation each year, and
spends this about
Christmastime in the states,
visiting her sons and their
families, which include-14
grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren. Two sons live in
California and one in Oregon.
From Murray, Mrs. Braymer
will be returning to Japan by
way of Portland, Ore.. and
Hawaii, where she will visit a
prominent pianist, who is on the
,.faculty of the University of
Hawaii at Manoa.
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Murray High lists honor students for period
Michelle Garland,
Bill Wells, principal,
Sophomores
Mark Brady, assistant Anne Marie Hale, Jon
All As
principal, and Wanda Mark Hall, Alesia HarEric Baugher, Leisa
Laird, guidance ris, Corey Huie, Carla Capo, Ca_thryn Carcounselor, have releas- Jackson, Richard
mode, Kelley Howell,
ed the honor roll for the Jones, Susan Jones, Leslie Loberger, Lori
second nine weeks of Kellye Olson, Jon Payne, Jennifer
first semester of school Peyer,
Rayburn, Debbie
Denise Randol plr—Rutiedge,
,
as follows:
Marty ScarDanette Roberts, Ezra brough and Janet
Seniors
Schroeder, Lisa Whaley.
All As
All As and Bs
Angel Adams, Leslie Shoemaker, Kelly SteeAdams, Tammy ly, Natascha Tubbs,
Jennifer Bates,
Barlow, Ja—son—THII- —Elk Whited, Chrissy Cheryl Billington, Leslie
ington, Phillip Bill- 'Wolf and Brad Wyant.
Blaustein, Shannon
Juniors
ington, Laura Cella,
Boltz, Cynthia Chan,
All As
Melissa Clement, MatTina Cooper, Luke
Bin'Maddox.
Harrington,
thew Cohen, Eric
All As and Bs
Jennifer Kratzer,
Easley, Andrea
Mitzi Boggess, Kelly Galloway,
Melanie McClain, Christy Moseley, Deborah Bolls, Dustin Ellington,
Jennifer Hamilton,
Roos, Jay Simmons and Melissa Gray, Laura Jennifer Hammat, HolGreer, Ken Hainsworth, ly Harmon, Nancy
Megan Stroup.
Lee Holcomb, Hugh Hogancamp, Kristin
All As and Bs
Jackie Boltz, Leslie Houston, Richard Jobs, Hohman, Greg Knedler,
Ken Mikulcik, Sean Julia Maddox, David
Borge, Kelly Cathey,
Shannon Christopher, Moore, Elizabeth McDowell, A ngel a
Deidre Daugherty, Oakley, Jimmy Tipton, Miller,
David Dill, Huong Dinh, Charla Walston, Mark
Mark Miller, Krystel
Heather Doyle, Melissa West, Rebecca Wolf and Mowery, D a
Outland Pam Prescott,
Duffy, Lee Ellen Estes, Ben Yoo.

Lisa Rexroat, Isaac
Schroeder, Jeffrey
Sickel, Donnis Stogner,
Debra Toth and Gidget
Vaughn.
Freshmen
All As
Michelle Gantt, Dawn
Greer and Bruce
Thurmond.
All As and Bs
Melissa Adams,
William Adams, Joey
Bomba, Holly Brown,
Andrea DeBoer, Beth

Dismissals on Wednesday
from local hospital named
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, Jan. 22.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Frank Biegun, Rt. 1,
Fancy Farm; Mrs. Barbara'
1 Sanders, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Linda Rodgers, Rt. 1,
Water Valley;
Mrs. Felicia Seago
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membership in Murray's fastest growing
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Hall, Mistianna
Holcomb, Meredith
Howe,
Yancey Rule, Leigh
Landini, Damara
Lanier, Laura Lawson,
Casandra Linn, Kelli
Massey, Mark Miller,
William Mills,
Michelle Moore, Lauri
Perrin, Kelly Prescott,
Stephen Sammons,
Robin Shay, Shawn
Wedhorn, James
Westphal and Amy
Young.
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and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Betty Patterson, Rt. 1 ,
Farmington;
Mrs. Annie Parrott,
400 Ash St., Murray;
Mrs. Geneva Hargan,
614 Fairlane, Murray;
Mrs. Tina Esker and
baby boy, Rt. 7, Box 246,
Murray; Hunt Covington, 407 Pryor,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Eura Woods, 522
South Seventh St., Murray; Mrs. Beulah
Towery, Rt. 1, Dexter;
John Beale, 803
Meadow Lane, Murray;
Mrs. Novie Hale, 834
Hurt Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Euple Colson,
Mur-Cal Apts. Murray;
Mrs. Lula Burgess, Box
59, New Concord;
Jesse Maupin, 1602
Ryan, Murray; Mrs.
Larue Humphreys, Rt.
4, Murray;
Mrs. Gertie Tribble,
Rt. 3, Mayfield; Mrs.
Oleter Cravens, Box 28,
Hazel; Mrs. Lola Hale
(expired), 705 Riley Ct.,
Murray.

Club owner
presented
arts award

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

MOVIES-TO-GO VIDEO CLUB BENEFITS
4,42.00 Movie Rentals Anytime
*2 Movies for 43.00 Tues. & Wed.
*Rent 4 Movies at one time & get 5th
•Return as late as 10 p.m. next day
'FREE THEATRE POPCORN with Rentals
•$2.00 Theatre Admission Thur. Mites

FREE
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PARIS (AP) —
Discotheque diva
Regine,owner of 14 posh
Ends Tonit•••:880.4 clubs in five countries,
Trans ivan1a46-5000
was presented the
Starts Tomorrow
Chevalier of Arts and
My
Letters for her "talent,
courage and keen
Chauffeur R
business mind," accor7:05, 9:10
ding to France's culture
'A Orsert 1010V—Ilsoir Intert
minister.
For the flamboyant
Regine, 55, the award
caps a career begun in
the 1950s as a barmaid
in a Left Bank club.
"Nightclub work is
• 1 11 1I.I, I 1 \ I •
seen by some as amGIBIALB4S
.
WWIIRS
biguous and superMASK•PALE MC411
ficial," she said. "For
Illes..41at. 11 ars.-111
years, I have simply
tried to make it a profeschestnut at 713-3314 sion and to run a
business which, I'm
happy to say, has been a
success."
Culture Minister Jack
Lang alluded to
Regine's flight from the
Nazis, calling it an experience "you carry
with you every day of
your life. But your enthusiasm for life and
your fighting spirit have
carried you through."
Sir Richard Attenborough, the British
director of "Ghandi,"
"A Bridge Too Far,"
and the current "A
Chorus Line," was
made Commander of
Arts and Letters in a
ceremony at the Paris
Cinemateque, currently
sponsoring a retrospective of his work

Captain D's

Try Our New Drive-Thru Service

Clarice Duncan explains the appliques on the unusual quilt made and given
to her as a Christmas gift by her daughters.
Photo by Betty Caldwell

Duncans presented quilt
Editor's note: This
story was written by
Betty Caldwell, staff
writer for PostIntelligencer, Paris,
Tenn. The family submitted to the Murray
Ledger & Times for
publication as the family resides on Henry and
Calloway County line
and many have been or
employed-In Murray.
————
It was Christmas Eve.
All the Duncan family
was gathered at Mocking Bird Hill Farm,
home of their parents,
Clarice• and Thomas
Duncan, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., for the opening of
presents.
Under the tree was a
very large package for
the parents. Mrs. Duncan was given a small
gift containing a box of
facial tissues from her
daughters, Hilda Bennett, Linda Bennett
(they married
brothers), Nancy Moore
and Anita Howell.
Mrs. Duncan thought
the gift was a little
unusual, but the
daughters knew their
mother would need it
when she opened the big
package containing a
gift of beauty, labor and
loire — a family tree
quilt.
I didn't disappoint
them," Mrs. Duncan
said. "I cried and cried.
It was the most
beautiful thing I had
ever seen."
The quilt is an original
design by daughter Linda. The embroidery and
applique was done by
the other daughters.
Mrs. Opal Paschall did
the quilting.
On a background of
sky blue and grass
green is a big brown apple tree. Hanging from
the branches are red
and yellow apples
representing a specific
member of the family,
from the greatgrandparents to the
youngest great -

grandchild.
Included in the scene
are a pony, a mixedbreed brown dog, and
three fox hounds. Two
white clouds, one with
the name of the family
home and the other embroidered with the name
Puryear, float over the
tree against a blue sky.
One red apple, falling
from the base, has a
• worm crawling out. On
its leaf is the date 1985 to
show when the quilt was
made.
"You know that in a
family tree with so
many names, there had
to be at least one bad apple in the bunch. I don't
know who he was, but
the girls didn't forget
him," Mrs. Duncan
explained.
The 16 red apples at
the top have the names
of the Duncans' greatgrandparents. Placed
below the greatgrandparents are apples of their eight grandparents and the parents
of the Duncans, Ernest
and Cora McSwain
Jackson and Edna
Atkins and Ditzler Duncan. One of the grandparents, Robert Pierce
Duncan, donated the
land for the former New
Providence school in
southeast Calloway
County.
On the tree's lower
branches hang the Duncans' apples and six apples representing their
four daughters and two
sons, Danny Earl and
Thomas Dale. Yellow
apples signify their
spouses.
Falling into a large
basket are 12 red apples
belonging to their
grandchildren and
yellow apples for their
husbands and wives.
The apple of one greatgrandchild sits in a
small basket placed on a
green background. To
the right are the
animals.
"Prince, the pony,
was brought to the
children by Santa Claus
in 1951," Mrs. Duncan
said. He lived to the
ripe old age of 26.

Mackie, the brown dog
of undetermined breed
but with a lot of bulldog
in him, was inherited by
our family when he was
3 years old when my
aunt moved from Henry
County.
"Thomas and I had
just returned to Henry
County from Chicago
where we had lived for
10 years, so it was
natural our home would
become Mackie's new
home.
"Mackie was the constant companion of the
kids. I never worried
about them when he was
along. If there was a
snake around, Mackie
would kill it. For 14
years Mackie looked
after the kids. He was 17
when he died and it was
like losing a member of
the family.
Explaining the fox
hounds, Mrs. Duncan
said her husband is an
avid fox hunter.
"In fact, it was
through fox hunting that
Thomas and I met. Our
fathers hunted fox
together and were great
friends. My daddy was
the only one I ever saw
that could blow two fox
horns at the same time.
He made music come
from them."
It took the girls a full
year to complete the
quilt for their parents.
"How they kept me
from finding out I'll
never know," Mrs. Duncan said. "I had no idea
they were creating this
piece of art.
"When I looked at it
through my tears, I first
thought I would just fold
it up and show it to people, but then I decided it
was too pretty to put in a
dark closet. I am going
to put it on the bed in my
spars bedroom where I
can go in every day and
admire it. I never
dreamed a quilt would
become the best
Christmas present I
ever received. It will be
a family heirloom that
our great -greatgrandchildren can tell
the story of their family
to their children.
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Woman's Club, sells the first
RENEE WYNN,left, a member of the Sigma Department of the Murray
ham, center, and Joe Stroup.
Bucking
David
Judge
District
to
Brunch
Charity
rt
Sweethea
tickets to the
p.m. at Paglial's.
1:30
to
a.m.
10:30
from
8
be
Feb.
The brunch, sponsored by the Sigmas, will

Quilt will be given away

Staff photo by David Tuck

Charity Brunch planned for Feb. 8

1

A Sweetheart Charity are available from any
Brunch, sponsored by Sigma Department
the Sigma Department member, at the door
of the Murray Woman's that day, or by calling
Club, will be held Satur- 753-7187 or 753-8756 from
day, Feb:11,-Yrom 10:30 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"We feel that
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
W.A.T.C.H. and Spouse
Pagliai's.
Abuse are two local serTickets are $4 per perorganizations that
vice
son. Proceeds from the help Murray and
brunch will be donated Calloway County 'perto W.A.T.C.H.(work ac- sons with their special
tivities training center
needs. Both are supfor the handicapped) ported by local donaand Murray Spouse tions and must depend
Abuse.
on the community for
will
their continued work.
brunch
The
"This is why we have
feature a buffet menu of
these two local
s,
chosen
biscuit
and
ham
scrambled eggs, service units as the
vegetable quiche, beneficiary of the sesausage quiches, hot cond Sweetheart Charity Brunch," said Mona
curried fruit, cheese
Blankenship, chairman
grits, and assorted
of the Sigma
breads and muffins.
Tickets for the event Department.

"We feel with services
such as W.A.T.C.H. and
Spouse Abuse that it is
up to the local community to provide help
through projects such as
the brunch.
Peggy WWiams is executive director of the
W.A.T.C.H. program
and has worked to improve this program for
the handicapped individuals to give them
special training at the
center.
The Spouse Abuse
program provides help
to spouses and their
children in the event of
abuse by their spouses.
A "safe house" is

operated, but the place
is not made public to
protect the safety of
those in need of this
service.
"We invite everyone
to join us at Pagliai's on
Feb. 8; especially those
who wish to treat a
special sweetheart right
before Valentine's Day
for a delicious brunch
and at the same time,
help those in our community who need
assistance," Blankenship added.
"Special thanks goes
to the local grocers and
merchants providing
food for this event,"
said Blankenship.
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Fair in May.
Senior citizens will be taking donations for a quilt to be given away at the Senior Citizens'
, Ruby
The quilting was done by the Dexter ladies. Shown with the quilt are from left, Pauline Edwards
Reeves,
Lois
Denny,
May
Hopkins,
Eugenia
Woodall,
Maud
Culver, Jewelle Walston, Jessie Jackson,
Staff photo by Lawrie Brumley
Catherine Andrus and Elizabeth Puckett.

Women and minorities
show decline on boards
WASHINGTON (API
— The number of
women and minorities
serving on America's
school boards declined
in 1985. a survey by the
'American School Board
Journal indicates.
Only 36.1 percent of
the 1,468 school board
members who responded to the poll were
women, and only 6.5
percent were black,
Hispanic or other
minorities.
In 1984, women oc-

cupied 38.3 percent of
the board seats and
minorities 9.6 percent,
the survey indicated.
There are 97,000 people serving on the nation's 15,350 School
boards.
The poll's standard of
error is three percentage points, plus or
minus. However,
previous surveys had
shown a steady decline
in white male
dominance of school
boards.

Treasure
House
of Gifts

Treasure
House
of Gifts

Southside Manor

Southside Manor

Claire Burke
Home Fragrances

Just Arrived
New Shipment
Mulling Spices

*Original
• Potpourri
'IqPiite- Jack
& Peel
5 oz.
Reg.,P.95
Now

$6.95

For Cider & Tea

82.50
Cherchies
Champagne Mustard

$5.95
Lenin Dill
83.50

Jan. Special

Downtown Murray

Downtown Murray

Pre•Inventory Clearance
Remarkable Values Throughout The Store To Give You More Fashion For Less Cost

COATS SHOES
Arpeggios • Dexter • Footworks
Gloria Vanderbilt • Life Stride
Naturalizer • Nina

Pant Coats• Dress Coats• Capes
Jackets• Fake Furs• Wools
Wool Blends • Poly Fills
Great Savings On Beautiful Coats
Regular 88 00 to 290 00 Values

Regular 32.00 to 72.00 Values

4990018900

-1(

r.

1/3
TO /2
SAVE

-=OFF

1•=-_

Kiwanians hear Murdock
Stacy Murdock, left, told members of the Murray Kiwanis Club about her recent visit to Indonesia with her husband, Rickrand daughter,
Tara. While in Indonesia, Mrs. Murdock was
able to visit and live with the people to get an appreciation of their way of life in a country of
many volcanic islands lying on the equator. Mrs.
Murdock was a teacher of science at Carlisle
County High School and Calloway County High
School prior to the birth of her daughter, Tara.
She said "Indonesia is a land of friendly, hard
working people." On the right is Jim Rice, vice
president of Murray Kiwanis Club.

PANTS•SKIRTS•BLOUSES
SWEATERS•COORDINATES
JEANS•JOG SETS• BLAZERS
Put Together Lots Of Outfits& Save,
Peauiar 14 00 to 110 00 Values

JUNIORS Dawn Joy •Jonathan Martin • Billy Jack
MISSYS Amy Deb•Jones Girl •COblrla•Virgo II.
PETITES Mayinette •S & L Petiles•J S J Petites
HALF SIZES Marty 3 RS•John's Girl• Rich Lady
Regular 50 00 to 130 00 Values

SAVE 1/3„1/2

29900 6990

Dunaway will make debut
LONDON (API — Actress Faye Dunaway
will make her British
stage debut in May starring in a two-character
drama about an
American first lady and
her security officer.
"Circe and Bravo,"
written by Donald

Sportswear

Dresses

Freed and directed by
dramatist Harold
Pinter, will play a twoweek run in a North
London "fringe'
theater.
If successful, it will
likely transfer to the
commercial West End
and perhaps New York.

OFF
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MURRAY TODAY
Jo Burkeen, editor
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All Winter Clothing

1 2 Price and Less
/

a

Check the classifieds
for special bargains
Large Rack
of Jeans

1/2 Price
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Christine Craft will co-anchor news show
against KMBC-TV in
Kansas City, Mo., and,
Wen-owner Metromedia
Inc.

SACRAMENTO, been off the air for two
Calif. (AP) — Christine
years, will co-anchor a
Craft, the former an- 30-minute 10 p.m news
chorwoman who sued a show for television statelevision station that tion KRBK that makes
The suit said station
she said demoted her its debut Monday.
officials
removed her
because of her apLast month, Craft filpearance, says she ed an appeal with the
prefers using her time U.S. Supreme Court of
"to get the last fact that an appeals court ruling
will make this story last June that denied
AMSTERDAM,
right" to having her her the $325,000 award(AP) —
Netherlands
hair done by a ed her in the second jury
t
professional.
trial --ef—fler—sutft-.--That—
Craft, 41, who has suit was filed in 1983 Czechoslovakian

from the anchor spot
because she was "toe
old, unattractive _ and
not deferential enough
to men." Station officials denied the
charges.

Playwright honored
playwright Vaclav
Havel has been honored

tor his .writings on
human rights and contributions to European
culture.
Havel, 49, co-founder
of the dissident group
Charter 77, was awarded the 1986 Erasmus
Prize for "criticizing
the current order in his
country ... by pleading
for human dignity and
freedom for the individual," the Erasmus
Committee announced
Wednesday.
Havel's work was
banned in all East Bloc
nations in 1968. He
established Charter 77
in 1977 to monitor
Czechoslovak compliance with domestic
and international
human rights accords.
Havel was sentenced to
VA years in prison in
1979 after being accused
of anti-government
activities.

ANNUAL JANUARY

1 Uniformis Sale
FREE

2

Buy Two, the Third one

Solo Ends Feb. 1

Entire Stock of

PARKER'S

Uniforms

20°A

Mayfield Shopping Plaza—Mayfield
OFF Rog. Price

(
n'alift.W.dwi1 SHOP US FIRSTAWAIM‘.

Rickman
Norsworthy

I

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

Dr. and Mrs Hugh A.
Noffsinger of Murray
announce the engagement and approaching
hfarriage of their
daughter, Nancy J., to
Richard W. Flack, son
of Mrs. Virginia L.
Braymer of Morioka,
Japan, and the late
William W. Flack.
Miss Noffsinger is a
1975 graduate of Murray
High School and attended Murray State University. She presently is
employed by the
Department of Social
Insurance and Human
Resources.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the
late Rev. and Mrs.
Hosea D. Divine and of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse S.
Noffsinger of Bremen.
Mr. Flack is a 1971
graduate of Estacada
High School in Oregon.
He is presently
employed by the
Department for
Employment Services
and is a psychology major at Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late
Jack and Edith Lee of
Midway City, Calif.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, March 8, at 2
p.m. in the Chapel of

Nancy" Noffsinger,
fiancee, Richard W. Flack
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
All friends and

First Baptist Church,
Murray.
A recestion will follow

an
tidvetshearweedn
a
rettle
indvtitgedantd
o
reception.

50C S. 401, Murray

P

Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.

INSULATE

Miss Oklahoma crowned Miss Teen USA;
Amy Miller of Benton represents Kentucky

753-6450

NOW,

PICK A GIFT FOR PICKING
CERTAIN TEED FIBER
GLASS INSULATION

rA

Noffsinger-Flack wedding planned

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — Miss Oklahoma Allison
Brown, whose mother once
demonstrated against beauty
pageants, has won the Miss Teen
USA title and $150,000 in cash
and prizes, as feminists picketed
outside.
•Miss Brown, 17, of Edmond,
Okla., defeated contestants
from 49 states and the District of
Columbia during the two-hour,nationally televised pagent
Tuesday night. Contestants
were judged in swimsuit and
evening gown competitions.
Amy Miller of Benton was the
contestant from Kentucky for
the pageant.
During the contest, Miss
Brown told host Michael Young

Offer applies to all purchases of
/
4"thick R-19* (or
Certain Teed 6-1
higher) Fiber Glass insulation

- Buy 5
Packages
and get a
Electronic
Phone

tel
a.
0

Buy 10 Packages

and get
an
AM/FM
Headphone
Radio

her mother, Suzanne Brown, an
author of historical books, had
once picketed pageantsit
"But she- supports me now,"
said the blonde, blue-eyed student at Edmond Memorial High
School.
The first runner-up was Miss
Texas, Becky Pestana, .17, of
San Antonio. Second runnel-up
was Miss New York, Claudia_
Liem, 15, of Glendale, and the
third runner-up was Miss
Virginia, Angela Thigpen, 15, of
Portsmouth. Fourth runner-up
was Miss South Dakota, Valerie
Marsden, 17, of Rapid City.
During the program, about a
dozen protesters carrying signs
reading "For This We Pay

Taxes" and "Taxes Should Not
Fund Sexist Events" picketed
the Ocean Center, where the
pageant was held.
"We will be a small group, but
no matter how small we are, I
feel that we represent the majority of the people in the corn,munity," lawyer Bonnie Berns
of the Volusia-Flagler chapter of
the National Organization for
Women said before the pageant.
Her group has asked the State
Attorney's office to investigate
the legality of the Volusia County Council spending $250,000
from tax receipts to promote
and help produce the show. Supporters said it would boost
tourism and industry.

Roof Shingles

Special education
program scheduled

95
$ 18
Per Square

Buy 20 Packages

"Education
Notebook" this week
focuses on adult illiteracy. One in five
adult Kentuckiahs cannot read. However the
state is making
remarkable progress in
improving that statistic,
Superintendent Of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald says.
The weekly program
Is a television production of the Kentucky of
Education.
"Even though we are
last (in literacy
statistics), we are a
leader in the nation in
solving problems with

and get a fuel and tool kit
with
emergency
accessories

CertainTeedE4
Fiber Glass insulation
Offer good only on purchases
through March 2. 1986. See
order form on our display for
complete details. *Ask you seller
for the fact sheet on R-Values.

et;._
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SUPERBOWL
SPECIALS
While Dad and the boys are watching the
Superbowl...Mom & the girls can
•

Rent

entue4 420.46
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SHOP US FIRST iii1P,411.
....0"—J
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Allison Brown

6 Movies For 10

Rent a V.C.R. for
and tape the game

895

Pickup Friday — Bring Back Monday

Hwy. 441 North. Murray. Ky.

753-4141

Opening For Lunch
(Beginning January 27 at 11 A.M.)
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adult literacy," said
Sharon Darling, director of the division of
adult education in the
Department of
Education.
Programs like the
Adult Reading Center at
Murray State University, Operation Read in
Fayette County, the St.
Augustine Reading Program in Jefferson County and the Longfellow
Adult Basic Education
Center in Daviess County teach self-confidence,
tutors say.
"We can see an atmosphere kchange in
the entire cell area"
where prisoners are
learning to read," said
DavieSs County Jailer
Harold Tailor.
Teaching people to
read changes their entire life and how they
feel about themselves,
said Kathy Esposito,
literacy consultant for
the education
department.
Approaches used in
the four reading centers
vary from memorizing
the 100 words used 60
percent of the time, to
phonetics and traditional instruction.
"Education
Notebook" will be aired
on Kentucky Educational Television (KET)
on Friday, Jan. 24, at
3:30 p.m. and on Saturday, Jan. 25, at 9:30
a.m. Persons may
check television listings
for additional dates on
cable channels.

Grammar
rule given
Moat..school.children
can tell you two
negatives make a
positive, but few can
name the man who first
said so. Itri laid-to have
been John Lowth who
first laid down that rule
of grammar in 1762

•
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Loberger will speak
Dr. Gordon Loberger, associate professor in
the English Department, Murray State University, will be the "visiting scholar" for the first
discussion in the "Let's Talk About It" program
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Graves County
Library, Mayfield. The book, Growing Up by
Russell Baker will be discussed. Loberger
received his Bachelor's and Master's degrees
from Nothern Michigan University and his Doctorate from Ball State University in Indiana. He
was formerly in the Division Intelligence Section
of the First Armored Division, U.S. Army, and
has done instructional work at Fort Campbell
and at the State Penitentiary in Eddyville.

Agape group will meet
Barbera McWherter, president of the Agape
Fellowship, will be the speaker at the meeting on

Tuesday, Jan. 28, at 10:30 a.m. in the community
center building in the H.H. Lovett Park, Benton.
A potluck luncheon will follow the meeting. A
nursery will be provided at the Trinity Assembly
of God Church, Benton.

-Cory R. Trenholm born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trenholm, 1607 Belmont,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Cory Robert,
weighing nine pounds nine ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Thursday, Jan. 16, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have a
daughter, Erika Michelle, 3. The mother is the
former Cynthia Johnson. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Johnson of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Wylie Trenholm of New Brunswick,
Canada. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Thelma
Ross and Mr. and Mrs. Festus Story, all of
Murray.

— Coming community events announced
Thursday, Jan. 23
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. For
information call 759-4940
or 436-2174.
——— —
Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
club house.
————
West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. Board of
Directors will meet at 4
p.m. at WKAS office at
Mayfield.
—— ——
Compassionate
Parent Support Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets. For
information call
753-3381.
— ———
Murray Shrine Club
and Clowns will meet at
7 and 8 p.m. respectively at Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse.
—— ——
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
have a salad supper at
6:30 p.m. at home of
Linda Rogers.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon will
have a closed meeting
at 8 p.m. at First Christian Church, Benton.
For information call
753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
"Electric Zoot Suit"
comedy team will perform at 8 p.m. in Stables
of Curris Center, Murray State University.
There is no admission
charge.
— ———
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
will Meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Margaret
Terhune.
— ———

Thursday, Jan. 23
MSU Theatre will
have auditions for
"Lysistrata" at 7 p.m.
at Johnson Theatre,
Fine Arts Center, Mur149.y State University.
For information call
762-4421 or 762-4636.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at American
Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
——— —
Arthritis Parent Support Group will meet at
7 p.m. in Garden Room
of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
————
Friday,Jan. 24
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Calloway County High
School Lakers will be
host for basketball
game with Murray High
School at Jeffrey gym.
————
Food shower for
Animal Shelter of
Humane Society of
Calloway County will be
held at Calloway Murray basketball
game at Jeffrey gym.
Persons are asked to bring pet food or give
money at special bins at
the door.
————
Creative Adult Learning Adult Education 551
will start at 5 p.m. in
room 421A, Wells Hall,

Friday, Jan. 24
Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center. Also
squirrel, raccoon and
opossum season closes
today.
————
Educationn
Notebook" will be
shown on KET at 3:30
p.m.
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton, from 9
to 11 a.m. and at
Sowell's Wee Market,
Aurora, from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
Open Horse Show,
sponsored by Murray.
State University
Horsemanship Club,
will start at 7 p.m. at
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
— ———
Mothers Morning Out
will meet at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.
——— —
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

Saturd- ay, Jan. 25
"Showbiz Saturday"
for children, 4 to 12, of.
First Baptist Church
will be from 9:30 a.m. to
2 p.m. For information
call Joetta at 753-1854.
— —— —
United
First
Murray State UniversiMethodist Church Men
ty. For information call
will meet at 8 a.m. for
762-2186.
breakfast at the church.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will
"E du c a tion
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Notebook" will be
Kevil Center, South 10th
on KET at 9:30
shown
Street Extended,
a.m.
'Mayfield

Saturday, Jan. 25
Clifton B. Cates
Chapter of the Marine
Corps League will meet
at 9 a.m. at Executive
Inn, Paducah. For information call 1-444-9631.
— ———
Murray Single Connection will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Southside
Manor. For information
call 759-4940 or 436-2174.
— ———
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at noon at club
house.
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Dance with music by
Country Feeling will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge.
— —— —
Lady Racers will play
Eastern Kentucky at 5
p.m. followed by Racers
and Eastern at 7:30 p.m.
in Racer Arena, Murray
State University. Admission will be $5.
— ———
American Quarter
Horse Show, sponsored
by MSU Horsemanship
Club, will start at 7 a.m.
at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission
is free.
—— ——
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Eagles at 9 a.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Skywalk at 2
p.m. and The Comet at 1
and 3 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
— — ——
Sunday,Jan. 28
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in(Cont'd on page 9)

Auditions are tonight

Tax materials at library
The IRS has furnished the Legal Resources
Library at Murray State University a fourvolume set of the IRS' most requested publications and a set of 90 reproducible tax forms that
can be easily photocopied for a fee, Mrs. Quava
Honchul, librarian, said The LR Library has individual tax forms for Kentucky taxpayers
available also. In addition, many out-of-state
forms are available as well as a variety of other
materials available to help prepare income tax
forms. However the librarians do not give tax advice. The LR Library is located in the lower level
of Pogue Library, MSU, North 15th and Olive
Streets, Murray. For information call 762-6758.

Jordan E. Kelleher born

PAGE 7

The Murray State University Theatre will hold
auditions for "Lysistrata" tonight(Thursday) at
7 p.m. on the stage of the Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Building. "Lysistrata" is a classic Greek
comedy that tells the story of how the women of
Athens and Sparta got together to put an end to
the war that had been going on between their two
states. According to James I. Schempp, director
of the production, the "solution they come up
with is unique and has some surprisingly funny
..consequences." This play will be presentedFeb..
20, 21 and 22 and is intended for mature audiences. Rehearsals will be on Monday through
Thursday at 7 p.m. Schempp said there are parts
available for 12 women and nine men. For information call the theatre at 7624421 or 762-4636

Mr. and Mrs. Eric Kelleher, 509 Broad St.,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Jordan Elliot,
weighing eight pounds eight ounces, measuring
22 inches, born on Wednesday, Jan. 15, at 3:01
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have another son, Matthew, 2. The mother is.the
former Treva Reagan. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Mansker of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Dalles Reagan of Bloomfield, Mo. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Holt Sr., Rt.
1, Dexter.

WMU meeting Monday
WMU of Blood River Baptist Association will
have its quarterly meeting on Monday, Jan. 27,
at First Baptist Church, Benton. The 10 a.m. session will include conferences with age-level
directors. At the 7 p.m., session Ed Richardson,
intern in the State Direct Missions Office, will be
the speaker. The public is urged to attend. BYWs
are especially encouraged to attend the evening
session. No meal or sack lunch will be featured.
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Swim event on Sunday
Murray-Calloway Swim Team will begin
preparing for the competitive season with a
series of Sunday practices at the Carr Health
Building pool on Murray State University campus. Beginning Sunday, Jan. 26, from 1 to 2 p.m.,
The Winter Swim Program is open to all MCST
swimmers and to any child interested in joining
the team. Coaches Sue Trimble, Michael
Johnson and John Griffin recommend that
newcomers be able to swim a pool length, but no
previous competitive experience is necessary.
The registration fee for the winter program is $10
per family which covers practices from Jan. 26
to April 20. Anyone interested in participating
may register at the university pool at 1 p.m. on
Jan. 26 or may call Milton Gresham at 759-4538

PIER I KING CHAIRS
1 2 PRICE!
NOW /
Come in and save 20 to 75%!
2 Price
1
. . .. /
Handmade Philippine Jewelry
Handloomed India Wallhangings . .. 20% Off
.20% Off
Prints, Posters & Frames.
.20% Off
.
Bamboo Window Blinds
20% Off
Copper
Brass &
All Quilted Placemats & Napkins
40 to 50% Off
(First Time On Sale)
Storewide Clearance On All Wicker
20 to 50% Off
& Rattan Furniture

CORRECTION

PLUS...
FULL OF ITEMS
PACKED
TABLES
FROM THROUGH-OUT THE STORE

The Final Touch for 49°
ran incorrectly in Wed.,
Jan. 22nd ad. It should
have read...

REDUCED 50 to 75%
Don't Miss Our Biggest Sale
Of The Year!

Fabric Softener
"
Final Touch.64 Oz. 134. $ 1

._111111 1 ill1111111tSJ

PARKER'S

HOURS:
114-F, 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Supermarket

Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside"

SPACEMAKER II •

MICROWAVE OVEN

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S

rontasm

MORE THAN
A PRODUCT
Written Warranty Protection
Prompt, Reliable Service
The GE Answer Center service
Convenient Credit
Do-it-Yourself Help

We bring
good things
to life.

86

THIS MONTH
Look and feel
ONLY
fantastic when our
$27"
professional and attentive
Re9.
Expires Feb. 1
haircare specialists give you
our high quality, salon-perm featuring Helene Curtis
products - all at a Fantastic price!
OWNED & OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON.-SAT.
(9-7 THURS.)

A MOISTURE
COOTIEN't,
CMS
wcwwic••••
CPA*,

Fantastic Sam's
2608 Park Ave
Paducah, Ky. 42001
442-4386

Fantastic Sam's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 42f71
753-0342

Model JE M 10E
Hangs from kitchen wail
cabinets Wide 8 cu ft cavity
Easy to install in less than an
hour Time Cooking with
35-minute timer Defrost cycle
Variable Power Levels 5-Yea;
Limited Warranty - Carry -In
Service (Parts & Labor) See

warranty for details

The original family haircuttere

•

OMNI 5 •
LOW PRICE

MICROWAVE OVEN

REFRIGERATOR

Model TBF16SG
155 Cu Ii capacity 4 ?4 Co
freezer Two Ice n Easy tray,
Two cabinet shelves Huge
vegetable bin Energy Saver
Switch Equipped for option,'
automatic icemaker Oniy
28 woe

$528
cFargastic
San-L's

$228

Model JMT20
Cooks live ways—microwave
toast, broil, bake, and microbake Sit it on the counter or
hang it up under your kitchen
cabinets 5 Cu It oven cavity
Five microwave power levels

308

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS:

C

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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'Jacques Brel' will blend music,
dancing with fine food at shows
Music, dancing and
fine food. You'll find all
of this and more as the
Murray Calloway County Community Theatre
presents "Jacques Brel
is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris", a
musical dinner theatre,
performed at the Boston
Tea Party in their new
home at the Holiday
Inn.
Guest director Karen
Balzer has put together
an outstanding cast
guaranteed to entertain
you. Elizabeth Bailey,
Bill Bossing, Sharon
Davis, Ben Moore, Bill
Phillips and Linda
Stephens will take you
through an evening of
musical nhilosophy,

Cast members Kaylin Haverstock, Jeff Hobbs, Carrie Gerrnann and Kelsey Christopher rehearse a
scene from "The Devil and his Three Golden Hairs", to be presented by the Murray Calloway County
Community Theatre.

written by one of
Europe's leading
songwriters and
philospophers, Jacques
Brel.
Brel's timeless ideas
will be enhanced by the
talents of the backstage
performers including
Karen Balzer, director;
Lynn Firkins, assistant
director; David Elliot,
production stage
manager; Kristy
Calman, publicist; Paul
Kaufman, set designer;
David Lauby and John
Pasco, set crew; Bill
Reed, lighting designer;
Denise Schmittou,
costume designer;
Sharon Davis, properties mistress; Pat Cle-

ment, house manager:
and Randy Wilson, box
office coordinator.
For this festive occasion, the folks at the
Boston Tea Party have
put together a special
menu, sure to please the
most discriminating
tastes. Patrons will enjoy relishes, broccoli
and cauliflower salad,
green salad with
homemade dressing,
fruit salad, cole slaw
deluxe, baked ham with
raisin sauce, turkey and
dressing with giblet
gravy, french
asparagus casserole,
green beans, browned
potato casserole, corn a
la creme, bread and
assorted homemade

pies.
"Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and Living in
Paris" will be presented
February 8, 9, 14, 15 and
16 with a special performance February 7 to
kick off the Murray
Calloway County Community Theatre's 1986
fund drive. The doors
open at 6:30 each evening with the performance beginning at 8
p.m. Tickets are $10 for
adults and $8 for senior
citizens and students.
Season ticket holders
wil be charged for the
cost of the meal. Call.
759-1752 to reserve your
tickets for the musical
you'll remember for
years to come.

Baar to direct male
choir in Nashville

Murrayan Robert K. from Murray State
University after 30
Baar has been chosen to
years as a choral indirect the _first senior
high school Male Honor s tr uctor. He was
honored with a degree of
Chorus and Demonstraattend "The Devil and tion Laboratory at the
Doctor of Humanities
his Three Golden Hairs" Southern convention of and became a
on January 25 and
Distinguished Professor
the American Choral
of Choral Music.
February 1 at 2 p.m. at Director's Association
He continues to keep a
the Calloway County February 20-22 in
busy schedule as a conPublic Library. You can Nashville at the Tensultant to G. Schirmer
reserve your tickets by nessee Performing Arts
Music Publishers of
Center.
calling the Playhouse in
New York, as well as beThe choir will consist
the Park at 759-1752.
ing music director and
of students in grades
9-12 who are active in
conductor of the
Paducah Symphony Orschool music programs
chestra. Baar has servor church choirs and
ed as Kentucky ACDA
will sing together in
president, president of
open rehearsals in the
essential, Park said.
ACDA's Southern DiviThe Murray audition Hyatt Hotel. The consion, and has served on
is set for 1-5 p.m. Feb. 9 cert performance is
the executive commitat the R.E. Johnson scheduled for Saturday
tee of two national ACTheatre on the first floor in the Polk Theatre.
DA conventions.
Bear recently retired
of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building at Murray
State University. Callbacks will be from
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Auditionees may be
Friday. January 54 through Thursday. January 30
asked to repeat their
Monday.Friday
5,30a m Morning Edition National Public Radio's award -winning news
callthe
during
auditon
and information program with local and regional news, weather and sports
backs.
from the WKMS newsroom at 6 20 and 7 20 a m

Theatre offers musical treat
Area schools and civic
groups will be in for a
treat as the Murray
Calloway County Corn" triunity Theatre takes to
the road with "The Devil
and his Three Golden
Hairs." A musical adaptation of a Grimm's fairy
tale, the show will

feature the talents of
four Murray Middle
school students: Jeff
Hobbs, son of Michael
and Paula Hobbs, as
Kaylin
Joseph;
Haverstock, daughter of
Linda
and
Gary
Haverstock, as Magda;
Kelsey
Christopher,

daughter of Ron and
Ellie Christopher, as
Zerina ; and Aaron
Whitaker, son of William
and Cheryl Whitaker, as
bano; Carrie Germann
will serve as understudy
and stage manager for
the production.
The public is invited to

Shakespeare auditions planned
Regional Auditions
have been announced
for parts in Shakespeare
in the Park, The Kentucky Shakespeare
Festival.
The Louisville-based
theatre has openings for
casting in its all Shakespeare season, 15
acting contracts and 10
technical contracts for
work beginning June
1-August 15 (approx-

imately ). Also available
are non-paid apprentice/intern positions
that offer study, training and performance opportunities for beginning students.
The 1986 season includes productions of
"Comedy of Errors",
Henry IV, Part II" and
"Macbeth".
Auditionees should
prepare two two-minute

Byron's
Safe-T
Discount
Pharmacy
SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION
Our Most Important Service

*Prescription Mail Service
*Computerized Income Tax and
Insurance Statements — We will
also help you fill out your
out-of-state insurance forms.
*We fill State Medicaid
Prescriptions.
*We accept Blue Cross, PCS,
Medi-Met, Paid and APS
Prescription cards.

monologues — one
Shakespeare and one
modern, producing
director Hal Park,
former executive director of the Murray
Calloway County
Theatre
Community
said. Approximately
five minutes will be
allowed per auditionee
including a brief interview. The , two-minute
limitation per piece is

The exhibition, titled
"Elysian Fields", will
consist of graphics,
drawings and works in
bronze and wood.
Whitfield, who currently resides in Mur-

ray, is originally from
Slidell, La.
The Clara M. Eagle
Gallery is located on the
4th floor of pie Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, Murray. Gallery
hours are from 7:30
a.m.-9 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 10
a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday;
and 1-4 p.m. Sunday.
Admission is free.
For more information, contact the gallery
at (502)-762-3052.

7.9% *
A.P.R. 48 MOS. GMAC
APPROVED FINANCING

NEW GNIC
C15 2-Wheel Drive
K15 4-Wheel Drive
1 2 Ton Pickups

TRUCKS•TRAILERS•BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South Murray, KY
753-1372 or 1-800-626-5484

If

'AVIATION SHOW
Jan. 24-26
HELICOPTER RIDES bobind the mall by FARRINGTON AIRCRAFT

Friday. Saturday and Sunday— 12-4 p.m.
Register to WIN TWO ROUND TRIP TICKETS to St. Louis
compliments of BRITT AIRWAYS.
DISPLAYS SY:
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOC.AIRWAYS
Chapter 1107
CIVIL AIR PATROL
PADUCAH AHKJ MODELERS U. S. AIR FORCE
U. S. ARMY-Cobra U.S. Army
FARRINGTON AIRCRAFT
ifelkoptar On display Sun.
U.S. NAVY-Dims Angel
- j4 p.m. behind the mall
A-4 Aircraft op
display bohind the moll

mem

WEEKDAYS 10-9:30
:1 142
41)1A
Pe:
"
" KY

•
91.3 FM

WKMS Highlights

Student opens show
for bachelor's degree
Rachael Whitfield, a
senior art student, will
present her BFA exhibition Jan. 29-Feb. 9 in the
upper level of the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray State
University.

Dr. Robert K. Haar

KENTucxy mu MAIL

9 00 a m Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music hosted by
Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 00 p m All Things Considered NPR's news magazine of the air
6 00 p m Radio Reader Dick Estell continues reading A Remarkable
Woman, Anne Edwards biography of Katherine Hepburn.
Friday. January 24
6 30p m Evening Classics Classical Encore CB. Hunt brings two hours
of your favorites from the WKMS classical library Featured are the overture to A Midsurnmer Night's Dream by Mendelsohn. Tchailcovsky's Symphony No 4, lot Suite in E-flat by Hoist and Selleberesade by
Rimsky-Korsakov
8,30 Easy Street Bobby Bryan plays music by Dave Frishberg, Scott
Hamilton, Peggy Lee and others
11'00 p m Jazz Horizons. Two hours of contemporary jazz hosted by Cam •
Williams
Saturday. January 2.5
6'00 a m The Flea Market Special Consensus. Samhradh Music and
Julie Luther
8'00 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Linda Morgan and Pat O'Neill
host four hours of folk and bluegrass music
12 Noon The Times, They Are A.Changin - with Jim Hankey.
12 - 30 p m The Metropolitan Opera. Romeo e4 Juliette.
5 00 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Keillor
7 00 p m Marian McPartiand's Plano Jazz. Blossom Deane is guest
8.00 p.m Jazz Saturday Night
Sunday. January IS
7 00 a m Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt
9- 90 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning Eliot Fisk. guitar
11,00 a.m. Chamber Music. Smithsonian Chamber Players perform the
music of litth century France.

1.00 p m. The Big Broadcast of 1086 Benny Goodman, Guy Lombardo.
Gene Krupa, Russ Morgan, Alvin° Rey, Charlie Spivak, Frank Sinatra
4,00 p m. All Things Considered.
5'00 p m Our Times interviews and featured hosted by WKMS news
director Kent Jenkins
6 - 00 p m NPR Playhouse - Don Quitote de la Mancha The Knight of
the Barber's Basin"
630dom The Thistle &Shamrock "Ulster' features music of Northern
1,1.
7- 30 p m. Our Front Porch. Reel World String Band performs music of
Appalachia.
830 p.m. Easy Street with Kent Jenkins
10:00 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday, January 11
The Los Angeles Philharmonic
6'30 p.m. Evening Classics
Beethoven/Mahler . Overture to Coriolan; Beethoven Plano Concerto No
5 Emperor Leonard Slatkin. conductor: John Browning. piagb
8'30 p m Easy Street Marshall Royal, Ahmad Jamal. Sybil Shepard,
others
Tuesday. January 2.11
6 30 p m Evening Claasics Philadelphia Orchestra Shostakovich Symphony No. 1: Bruckner. Symphony No 3. Kurt Masur, conductor.
8:90 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
Wednesday, January 20
6 - 30 p.m. Evening Classics- New York Chamber Music Series Works
by Mendelssohn. Mozart. Poulenc and Ravel. Guest artists. Josef Sub,
violin. Jean-Yves Thibaudet. piano and Robert Routch. horn
30p m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Thad
Jones. Brew Moore and Linda Ronstadt
Thursday, January 30
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics New York Philharmonic. Wagner' Overture to The Flying Dutchnian; Schumann - cello concerto, Tchaikovsky
Symphony No. 5 Giuseppe Sinopoll. conductor
8:30p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Billy Taylor. Herb Geller and
Anita O'Day are featured.

Murrow colleagues lukewarm about movie
news productions in the cast desk.
books, public records
"He comes across as and interviews he con1950s became basic
blueprints for broadcast a passively interesting ducted with Murrow's
soap-opera Murrow, a friends and colleagues,
journalism.
Edwards. who worked man depicted exclusive- starts with Murrow's
in London with ,Murrow ly as fighting the famed World War II
In the 1940s, Said the dragon," said Hottelet. reporting from the roofcharacterization and "There was a lot more tops of London, then
script captured Mur- to him than that."
moves quickly to his
In one scene, Murrow wo-A in -the1lidelnel7
row's high principles
and integrity, but it objects, but only mildly, news business back
missed his strength and when a sponsor sacks a home at CBS.
larger -than -life correspondent, allegedThe film spends some
ly for his liberal tenden- time with Murrow's
qualities.
Hottelet, who served cies. Hottelet called that unflinching attack on
under Murrow as a Murrow depiction "flab- Sen. Joseph McCarthy's
radio war correspon- by. Was he a liberal or a communist witchhunts
dent, said the HBO pro- wimp here? What are in 1954. Credible conflict
duction only captured they trying to say?"
is the essence of powerThe comment ful drama, and the
his on-air persona, including his ever-present underscores Hottelet's assault on McCarthy,
cigarette and his tapp- discomfort with the perhaps Murrow's most
ing foot under the broad- docudrama torm. "We courageous hour. could
never know what's real have been the film's
and what isn't," he said. central focus. Instead,
"Murrow" stresses the
Hottelet and Edwards
run-ins Murrow had
said Murrow's wife,
with corporate bottom Janet, was laughably
liners at CBS.
drawn "That was real
bad," said Hottelet.
The biggest coMplaint
'She was a strong from CBS News stafWith choice of potato,
character in her own fers, though, is how the
tosood salad and
right and was involved film treats Frank Stanfrench broad.
in some of the things he ton, former president of
was doing. But in the CBS who is played by
film she's only a pretty John McMartin.
girl looking adoringly at Although they
(Fri. IL Sat. Evening Only — Awe. tiak a 2585
her, husband. She's. not acknowledge real fps' in 'ions beMrrow
elren 'a:
*
Stanton, they say
this; she's a pleasant,
Evory Friday & Saturday Night
,that Stanton only comes
affectionate nothing."
"Murrow." shot in across as a cliched corLondon and New York porate adversary, a
759 1864
and written by Ernest depiction they say Is un1906 Coldweter Rd.
Kipioy ("Roots") from fair.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Douglas Edwards and
Richard C. Hottelet, two
of "Ed Murrow's boys,"
gave lukewarm reviews
to the upcoming TV
movie about their legendary leader, saying it
captured the mannerisms but not the
man.
"Murrow," the $5
million docudrama that
will be shown on Home
Box Office Sunday night
and three other times
this month, stars Daniel
J. Travanti of "Hill
Street Blues" as Edward R. Murrow, the
CBS correspondent
whose radio reports in
World War II and TV

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

14 OZ.T-BONE

$4'5

All You Can Eat Fish Spacial

'4"

9

AM.
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Girlfriend_ Isn't
Thrilled By Man's
Taste for Frills

Employee buyout of printing firm
family media operations on the sales block.
It employs about 510
workers in Louisville,
while a subsidiary,
Standard Colorprint,
has about 90 employees
at Morristown, Tenn.
About 20 employees
attended a meeting
Monday to discuss the

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Two groups at
Standard Gravure Corp.
are exploring the idea of
purchasing the company, which prints Sunday newspaper
magazines and advertising supplements.
Standard Gravure is
one of three Bingham

possibility of an
employee buyout.
In a separate effort,
Alan Dieball, Standard
Gravure's president and
chief operating officer,
said he is considering a
leveraged buyout.
In a leveraged buyout,
managers put up a
relatively small amount

Nixon to address AP meeting
ecutives from every
state. It is held on the
opening day of the annual American
Newspaper Publishers
Association convention,
scheduled this year
April 21-23.
Nixon's sixth book,
"No More Vietnams,"
was published last
March. In addition to
writing and lecturing,
the former president

NEW YORK (AP) Former President
Richard M. Nixon will
address the annual
meeting of The
Associated Press in San
Francisco on April 21,
AP President Louis D.
Boccardi announced.
Nixon will be the luncheon speaker at the
AP's annual gathering,
which draws newspaper
publishers and ex-

served in October as an
arbitrator in a dispute
between baseball umpires and major league
owners. In September
he completed a
10-nation private tour.
The AP, the world's
oldest and largest
n ewsgathering
o rganization,
distributes news to 116
countries worldwide.

of money and borrow
the rest against the
assets of the company
being purchased.
Dieball and the
employees stressed that
their efforts are
preliminary.
An employee who did
not want to be named
said those who attended
the meeting were told
by an accountant they
might have.to invest 10
percent to 30 percent of
the purchase price,
depending on Standard's financial condition. Additional financing could come from
such sources as financial institutions and outside local investors.
The employees
agreed to form a committee to continue studying a buyout.

Dieball said he's
discussed the buyout
with other officers and
with several financial
institutions and that a
people died of injuries New York company is
they received when they preparing financial injumped from the second formation on the properand third floors of the ty and sale conditions.
hotel. At least one person died of burns, he
said.
Police said the fire
was believed to have
started in aground-floor
briquet hall at about
1:45 a.m. (3:15 p.m.'
Wednesday EST). It
engulfed three floors of
the Siddharth Intercontinental Hotel in the
southern part of New
Delhi.
There was no word
on what caused it

New Delhi hotel fire kills 36, injures 70
NEW DELHI, India
A U.S. Embassy of(AP) - Fire swept ficial who Spoke on conthrough a 10-story lux- dition she not be idenury hotel early Thurs- tified said none of the
day while most guests seven Americans
were asleep, killing 36 registered at the hotel
people and injuring at were killed. She said one
American woman,
least 70, police said.
Most of the victims whose name was not
died of smoke inhalation available, had been
or suffocation, police injured.
Perrera said 37 people
said.
Officials said 22 were hospitalized for
foreigners died in the various reasons, inblaze, and district Com- cluding smoke
missioner of Police inhalation.
A doctor at SafdarMaxwell Perrera said
that among them were jang Hospital, where the
Soviets, Britons and injured and dead were
taken, said at least five
Japanese.

Calendar events...
Sunday,Jan.26

(Cont'd from Page 7
)

Sunday,Jan.26

dude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
---Second day of
American Quarter
Horse Show will start at
7 a.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission
is free.
---Tracy Leslie, senior,
is scheduled to give a
piano recital at 3:30
p.m. in Annex recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
----

AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call 753-0061, 762-3399 oiA
753-7764.
---Murray -Calloway
Swim Team will begin
its Winter Swim Program at 1 p.m. at Carr
Health Building. Murray State University.
For information call
Milton Gresham,
759-4538.
--Baptist Men of First
Baptist Church will
meet for breakfast at 8

Sunday,Jan. 213
a.m. in Fellowship Hall.
---Fellowship after 7
p.m. service at First
Baptist Church will be
in Fellowship Hall of
church.
Baptist Men of
Memorial Baptist
Church will meet for
breakfast at 8 a.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

PET PEN
1101 Story
739-1322

Dog Grooming
Tropical Fish

Ladies, See What You
Can Get For Just $ 1
TIM,I&W# WAVS.40,16
.',
.WRI14IL

DEAR HERE'S: You're not out
of line. He is.
** *

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby,Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)

If so, come to Seven Seas and
deduct up to $5.00 from any dinner
item. (All we need is some proof of birthdate).
Birthday Cakes A vaila
. ble for Minimal Charge
on Request.
Call for More Details.
Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141

.•

3 GREAT BUYS ON ALL SEASON STEEL BELTED RADIALS!

$29

95

P.I 55/80R,3
Whitewati
No trade needed

95

P155i8OR13
Whitewall
No t ade needed

Arrive Radial

New Tiempo N Radial
SALE PRICE
Re made
ended

""
timall
Sue

P165,75813
P165.80813
P17575R13
P17580813
P185 80813
P185,65814
P17575814
P185,751114

$43.65
$45.45
649.50
$53.85
$54.75
$57.55
$59.40
$63.15

$36O
1

Buy One Pair
of Ladies Fall & Winter Shoes

Whiteman
Size

SALE
PRICE
N. trade
needed

$54.00
$56.45
$57.10
$58.05
558.95
$64.35
$5925
$63.95

P195 . 75814
P205 151314
P215/75814P195.. 75815
P205,75815
P215.75815
P225.,75815
P735. 75815

$67.06
$70.95
$74.90
$69.35
$73.75
$77.00
580.45
$84.15

B78-13
t78 34
D78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14

$32.90
535.20
$38.40
$37.20
$39.60
$43.05

H78-14
E713-1S -F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
L 78- 15

Ere.vddY
Lour Pr.*
Wad old 1.•

$45.80
-538 TS
$41.10
$44.20
$46.50
$48.85

P•55,130RI 3
Whitewall
No trade needed

Vector Radial

SALE PRICE
Ns trade
seeded

intutimiall
Size

SALE
PRICE
.
N „...
needed

P165 80813
P175 80813
P185 80813
P175 75814
),185 75814
P195 '51114

$60.15
361.95
$6315
563.45
$68.50
S71.80

Wititemail
Size

P205
P195
P205
P215
P225
P235

SAL E NIKE
No (ink
needed

151)14
751)15
75815
751)15
751) / 5
7 51)I

S76.05
576.90
S78.95
$8260
586 15
$89.80

SAVE ON THIS LIGHT
TRUCK TIRE FAVORITE!
Tracker LT

W.l," 310 re

*Mowed
So:*

k 1

IMockwoN
S.

G78-15
H78-15
1_78-15
800-165
875-165
950-165

Loed
Renee

SALE
PRICE
No trod*
noodod

659.95
$65.00
$67.50
$69.95
$75.00
$79:95
til

95

700-14
Blackwaii
Load Range
No trade needed

• The strength ot tempered
ig-wearing nylon cord
• The dependability of rugged

bias-pty
...Use on iron) or rear wheel
drove vehicles

,f ,

95
0

And
Get Second Pair
For Only $ 1 -

All Fall & Winter 10.95
I Dress & Casual Styles Included /
•Nothing Held Back
•No Exchanges or Layaways on Sale Items

Factory
•
Discouht Shoes
753-9419

.1

Rudolph Goodyear's
"Crazy" Mid-Winter Tire Sale

GOODYEAR BIAS-PLY
\\
'
8
11,
Power Streak II

That's Right

makes love to me with a picture of
"Shirley" staring at us from the
bureau.(Shirley is his ex-wife.) I told
him that it bothered me to see
Shirley's picture at a time like that,
but he just laughed and said,"Don't
be silly; she doesn't mean anything to me anymore."
Then I said, "Well, in that case,
get the picture of Shirley off your
bureau." So he said,"When my kids
stay over, they might notice that it's
gone."
I don't want to make a big deal out
of this, but do you think I'm out of
line to insist that he ditch the
picture while I'm there?
HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU

•N‘

We are the Leader
Call us for a quote.

- P185/801113
P185/75814
P195/75814
P205,75814
P205/7517115
P715/75815
P225/75815
P235/75815

16th & Main

DEAR ABBY: The gentleman I'm vestite-he enjoys dressing in
dating is kind, considerate, ambi- women's clothes occasionally,
tious and just about the most won- but it does not affect his sexualiderful man to be around that I have ty; he is as "normal" as any
ever met. I love him and he loves me, other male. You need to learn
more about it before making a
but there is a problem.
He has told me that he enjoys judgment.(Maybe you can accept
wearing silk and satin items around it, and maybe you can't, but I
the house-women's items, that is. can tell you that there are many
He said he also likes to dress up in men who cross-dress at home
women's clothes occasionally, but whose wives understand their
he has never gone out in public need to do so, and have no
dressed as a woman and has no objections.)
You don't indicate where you
desire to. He said he was hoping I
wouldn't care, but I do. I don't know live, but if you will write to Dr.
how to handle this, and I'm not sure Paul Walker,Janus Information
I could ever accept it. Abby, he is 100 Facility, 1952 Union St., San
Francisco; Calif. 94123, he can
percent man; this I know for sure.
I asked him if he would confider direct you to the proper coungiving it up,or going for counseling. selor in your area. Please enI offered to go with him and try to close a stamped, self-addressed
understand it. He said he has done envelope. All inquiries are conthis since he was a young boy, and fidential.
he's not sure he wants to give it up
** *
as he wasn't hurting anyone.
Abby, who needs help, him or me?
DEAR ABBY: I'm going with a
I'm-totally confused.
MIXED EMOTIONS guy I'll call Sidney, who's divorced
and has a couple of teen-aged kids
DEAR MIXED: If you love who stay with him sometimes. When
each other, this need not be a I stay overnight at Sidney's place, I
problem. The man is a trans- am very self-conscious when he

Non-Standard
Auto Insurance

111Inteinall
Size

For Only ^$

By Abigail Van Buren

90 Days
Same
As Cash
Low,
Low,
Low,
Monthly
Payment

Plus:
With A Set Of Four
Goodyear Tires Purchased,
We Will Change Your Oil
And Lubricate Your Car
FREE for a WHOLE YEAR.
(Maximum of four changes-Call be
applied to other vehicles)

You Can't
Buy A
- Better
Tire
At A
Better
Price

GOODIVEAR
RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th St., Murray
753-0595
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OBITUARIES
Ms. Myree Rudder
Mrs. Lola Hale
The funeral will be
Mrs. Lola Hale, 87, of
705 Riley Ct., Murray, Friday at 2 p.m. in the
died Wednesday at 6 ,chapel of J.H. Churchill
p.m. at Murray - Funeral Home.
Officiating will be the
Calloway County
Rev. R.J. Burpoe and
Hospital.
She was a member of the Rev. Randolph
Allen. Music will be by
Grace Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 4, 41.1168r in the Choir of Grace BapStewart County, Tenn., tist Church with Leland
she was the daughter of Peeler as director.
the late Zack Jackson
Pallbearers will be
and Lena Parker
Jackson, Mitch
Ronnie
Jackson.
Survivors include two Jackson, Charles
brothers, Hayden Jackson, Mark Jackson,
Jackson and wife, Lee Jackson and Gary
Louise, South Ninth Cooper, all nephews.
Burial will follow in
Street, Murray, and Joe
Jackson and wife, Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Lorene, Rt. 4, Murray:
several nieces and the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Thursday).
nephews

Call 753-1462

Ms. Myree Rudder,
67, of J1 Southside
Manor Apartments,
Murray, died Wednesday at 8 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. Her
death followed an extended illness.

adopted sister, Neva
Stockwell, Murray.
Us. Rudder was born
May 9, 1918.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of WhiteRanson Funeral Home,
Union City, Tenn.
She is survived by one
Burial will follow in
brother, Porter Clack, Terrace Hill Cemetery
Ionia, Mich., and an at Troy, Tenn.

Hqgh G. Gmg•
Services for Hugh
Graves Gingles are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
John Dale and Robin
Wadley are officiating.
Ernie Rob Bailey is
directing singers from
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, where
Mr. Gingles was a
member.
Active pallbearers
are Chris Gingles,
Ralph Gingles, Mark
Gingles, Jimmy
Gingles, Glen Verner
and Paul Pitts, all
grandsons.
Honorary pallbearers
are Joe Dick, James
Dale Clopton, Duff Erwin, Eurie Garland,
James E. Garrison, Dr.
James C. Hart, Max B.
Hurt, James M.

les

When you need a prescription filled or over-thecounter drugs, remember,
we're just a phone call
away.

Our New Card &
Gift Center Is
Coming Soon.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

SALT LAKE CITY
(AP) — Pioneer
artificial-heart surgeon
Dr. William C. DeVries
said his experience with
the implants has shown
him,"People don't want
to have artificial hearts,
but they don't want
heart disease either."
Speaking Wednesday
to the InternationalSymposium on Artificial
Organs, Biomedical
Engineering and
Transplantation,
DeVries also complained of mountains of
paperwork and said the
"wave of future experimentation" likely
would be outside the

Lattssiter, Wells
Overbey, David Parker,
Wells Purdom Sr., Dr.
John C. Quertermous,
Mary W. Sanders and
A.W. Simmons Sr., all
members of the Board
of Directors of the Bank
of Murray. Gingles was
a board member.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City'
_ _
Cemetery.
Mr. Gingles 93, of 1716
Keenland, Murray, died
Tuesday at 9 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Bess Potts
Gingles; one daughter,
Mrs. Billie Banks,
Nashville, Tenn.; one
son, Rob Gingles, Murray:nine grandchildren; nine greatgrandehildren.

Jack A. Hopkins
The funeral for Jack
Anderson Hopkins is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Henry
Hargis is officiating
with Mrs. Oneida White
as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Jack
Williams, Mitchell
Williams, Bob Forsee,
Flenoy Barrow, Clint
Barrow, Syril Miller,
Lyn Forsee and Cy
Miller, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Hopkins,87, Rt. 2,
Murray, died Tuesday

Artificial-heart surgeon is speaker

at 7:10 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by one
stepson, Lawrence
Williams; four grandchildren, Jack
Williams, Mrs. Marilyn
Miller, Mrs. Linda
Forsee and Mrs. Loretta
Barrow; four sisters,
Mrs. Lois Nomi
Workman, Mrs. Myrtle
Hopkins, Mrs. 0. Allen
Lindsey and Mrs.
Robert Crawford; six
great-grandchildren;
several nieces and
nephews.

United States because of
increasing regulatory
demands.
Much of the criticism
of the implant program
has been prompted by
strokes suffered by recipients. The strokes,
along with bleeding,
have been the most persistent complications of
orthe implants, DeVries
said.
"People don't want to
have strokes, but they
don't want to die," he
said.
The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration
has restricted implants
to a case-by-case basis,
and the air-powered

plastic Jarvik-7 is the
subject of a Feb. 5 hearing by the House
Science and Technology
Committee's oversight
panel.
Citing the upcoming
hearing, DeVries declined to elaborate on
regulatory difficulties,
but said, "In the last two
months, I've spent
almost 20 hours a week
doing nothing but
writing papers. It's difficult, and I feel it will
get harder stPIJt the
future."
The paperwork has
left him about 20
minutes a day to split
between two patients,

and the rest of the time
he spends reporting on
the patients' conditions,
he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Prominent
Nicaraguan exiles say
the U.S.-backed rebel
movement is in disarray, with some contending that even President
Reagan's plan for largescale American
military aid might not
revive the war against
that nation's leftist
government.
The exiles, longtime
opponents of
Nicaragua's Sandinista
government, said the
U.S.-sponsored United
Nicaraguan Opposition,
LTNO, had failed to heal
divisions that long have
plagued the war effort,
and sparked complaints
of American
manipulation.

Several exiles added
that the only realistic
hope for ousting the Sandinista government is
direct U.S. military intervention to crush the
Soviet -supplied
Nicaraguan army — an
option the Reagan administration has rejected repeatedly.
The assessment by
leading Nicaraguans in
Miami, Washington and
California came this
week as Reagan
prepared to ask Congress for as much as
$100 million in military
and logistical aid for the
Contra rebels — a proposal expected to
reignite bitter debate
over Central America.
Republican leaders

have told Reagan that
the perception of UNO's
effectiveness as a
democratic alternative
to the Sandinistas is
vital to his aid package.
"UNO will have to
show that it is the
legitimate political
leader of the Contras,
that it controls the
military and has a platform for a democratic
society for Nicaragua,"

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Harrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc
Ford
OAF.
General Motors....
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

-1.15
4
1
67 +/
23% unc
22 -1/5
291/4 LEM
41% unc
4 WIC
1
13/
21% %MC
8
1/
4
3
19/
4 'inc
/
202
50% -%
56

11108/4
48%
33%

.1%
4
/
+1

the Associated Pme

Thousands of
demonstrators blocked
traffic and marched on
state capitols, while
others held a funeral for
an aborted fetus and
met with President

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobscco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

C.E.F.Yield

4 +
3
30/
145% +1%
23% unc
34% -V.
53% -%
•
4
/
42 -1
58% +1
4
/
12% +
36% .%
26%
61% unc
32% -%
30% +IA
15% +
742

BUYING?
G?
SELLIN
of trust!

SOLD

174rd

t#iIV

Here's a sign

Trust your home to
Better Homes and Gardens*

and(4nte.n0'

Olympic Plaza, 641 North
Murray, KY
(502)753-4000

And that's why we're here to continue serving your investment needs. Edward D.
Jones & Co. opened its office in Murray
two years ago and we're here to stay. We
offer a wide range of investments and services including:

,

and much more. Opening a new account
or transferring one from another firm is
easy as 1, 2, 3. For all the details give me
a call or, better yet, stop by today — we're
tight in the hart of downtown.

'Randy Saladin
522 West Main Street
502-753-7401

Better

b
H.O.M.E
SYSTEM
Ask shat our
Better Homes and Gardens
Home Marketing System
can do for you'

Each firm independently owned and operated

Purdom Motors

PUTS YOUR INTEREST FIRST

NOVV7.9
All 1986
Buick
Regals
in Stock
You must take actual retail delivery from dealer stock
by February 22.1986 Dealer financial participation
may affect consumer cost Ask us for qualification details

IM Edward D. Jones & Co.'
Member New'WY Sleek Eocnewp. ,nc
iftentar Seco**, Womb Proorhon CorpastoP

•

Purdom Motors, Inc
"Satisfied Customers are our main concern"

1406 Main

Murray

753-5315

Reagan as Americans
on both sides of the issue
marked the 13th anniversary of the
Supreme Court decision
legalizing abortion.
Anti-abortion and prochoiee demonstrations
Wednesday were
peaceful. However, 10
marchers were arrested
in Washington, D.C.,
after they broke through
police lines to pray and
chant slogans outside
the U.S. Supreme Court
building, where on Jan.
22, 1973, the justices ruled 7-2 that women have
the right to abortions.
The Washington
demonstration against
the Roe vs. Wade deciBM was among -the
largest Wednesday..
Police estimated that up
to 37,000 anti-abortion
activists rallied at the
Ellipse near the White
House and marched two
miles to Capitol Hill.
Organizers estimated
the crowd at about
100,000.
"I'm proud to stand
with you in the long
march for the right to
life," Reagan told the
crowd via telephone
hook-up between the
White House and
loudspeakers at the
Ellipse.
Leading the procession were marchers carrying 13 small white coffins symbolizing
millions of abortions
performed in the 13
years since Roe vs.
Wade.

NEW YORK (AP) —
A sharp slide in crude
oil prices promises a
shot in the arm for the
U.S. economy by
creating jobs and putting more cash in consumers' pockets and
corporate treasuries
without fueling
inflation.
Analysts gay almost a
million jobs could be
created by increased
economic growth and
the typical American
motorist could save
more than $70 a year in
gasoline for each $5
slide in the price of a
barrel of oil.
Not everyone would
benefit. Lower oil prices
are bad news for the oil
Industry itself, companies and regions
dependent on it and
banks that have lent
heavily to it and to oilproducing countries in
the Third World.
But experts forecast
that most oil producers,
their suppliers . and
bankers could survive a
sustained lower price
for petroleum

MARKETING

(502)753-4000

But Nicaraguan exiles
interviewed by The
Associated Press questioned UNO's success in
unifying and controlling
rebel ranks after it was
created at the administration's urging
last June.

Sharp slide
in oil prices
shot in arm

I
Judy Johnston—Managing Broker
Bill Morgan—Principal Broker

said Sen. Richard
Lugar, R-Ind., Senate
Foreign Relations Committee chairman.

Demonstrations held

HILLIARD, LYONS
Stock Market

Better
Homes

Bonds
CDs
Stocks
IRAs
Financial Planning
Mutual Funds

However, Jarvik said
Symbion would not
abandon the United
States for foreign shores
where control might be
lighter.

Nicaraguan exiles discuss country

MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Edward D. Jones & Co.
cares about the investors
of Murray.

Dr. Robert Jarvik, inventor of the heart
which bears his name
and president of Symbion Inc., the company
marketing the device,
agreed that new FDA
restrictions were causing "a considerable
amount of delay and
expense."

—
K 6K STUMP REMOVAL
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Your Individual Horoscope
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Overtime case continues

Authentic Mexican Food

VIRGO
accents relations with friends and
CONCORD, N.H. were expected to work
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
partners.
(AP) — The manage- 10 hours. If you worked
Though plans may change, the AQUARIUS
ment of the Concord 10 hours they wanted
l
ek
alternative will prove to your liking. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Monitor pressured 20," she said. "The
Social life is accented tonight. New
You seem deluged by new ideas employees not to file for overtime provision of
work ideas are forthcoming.
now and you're quite articulate in overtime and even told the law was our only
LIBRA
expressing them. Career plans jell one photographer to protection."
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
late in the day. Aim for the top!
change time cards with
The U.S Department
Plan to spend more time exchang- PISCES
*Ow overtime claims,
ends
of Labor has sued the
Loose
offspring.
mow
with
ideas
ing
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
workers testified in a newspaper in federal
on the job won't be tied up until late
-Mixing business and pleasure is not
suit.
federal
in the day. Income improves.
district court, allegIng
to
wanting
be
You'll
recommended.
Both photographer the Monitor owes 54 curSCORPIO
spend more time catching up on
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
correspondence and the latest best Kenneth Williams and rent and former
former reporter Sharon employees nearly
Though travel plans are accented sellers.
now, you'll be extending invitations
YOU BORN TODAY fluctuate Goss testified Wednes- $48,000 in overtime for
for others to visit. Listen to a family between getting by on your wits and day that supervisors at the period of February
members ideas
studying something in depth. You the newspaper tOld 1978 to January 1980.
• —
SAGITTARIUS
have a decided philosophic bent and them "George doesn't
The newspaper denies
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
would make a good adviser to a want any overtime"
Erratic trends continue in business group. Though capable of small talk, when they filed claims. the charge, citing
it
and your research is still not com- you have your introspective side too.
George is George $31,000 in overtime
plete. Keep at it. Expect an increase You should have,no trouble commer- Wilson, the publisher of paid during the period.
in calls and letters from friends.
cializing your considerable creative the 21,500-circulation But at the heart of the
CAPRICORN
newspaper's defense is
talents. You should learn to specialize daily.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
claim that reporters,
its
and also to overcome a tendency to
Ms. Goss said that
You'll be devoting more time to be vacillating. Birthday of: Ernest
while staff members editors and
bookkeeping and ways to increase Borgnine, actor, Neil Diamond, sinare
were pressured not to photographers
income and property. The evening ger; and Estelle Winwood, actress.
ssional
file overtime their "profe
employees" exempt
workload increased.
from federal wage and
five
worked
you
"If
Read the want ads daily
hours of overtime, you hour provisions.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-7

COW3ENcococll. MC.11.3r111.11t,
nom querelousuaii rem'D •Icv
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HAVE A FIESTA!

FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1986

your birth sign
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the forecast given for
ARIES
Pit
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
Efficiency and energy come late in
the day. Though home and property
matters are accented, expect
increased communications with
friends.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though one business deal looks
far-fetched, there should be
increased contacts made now and in
the near future. Accent partnerships
after dark.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll be hearing from friends at a
distance. You're in the mood to study
and will start shopping for courses.
Money improves by day's end.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
The work pace is sluggish. Attention should be paid to estate, tax and
retirement matters. Evening favors
romance and going out for good
times.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
An engagement may be cancelled.
Be more open with partners. Domestic activities take priority this evening.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 1968
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Authentic Mexican Music

Mariachis' play on Friday
and Saturday Night, plus Sunday Noon

Quid( Lunch Specials
Serving Specialty items
at

$3.99

Authentic
Mexican Food

FIESTA CASA
Mon.-Sunday 11-9
Hwy 641 North
753-3317
Location)
(Old Boston Tea Party

Prices Good 01-23-86 Thru 01-29-86

We Accept
Food Stamps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

?
ds
ho
in
est
taking forthe SHOP US

•

Charmin

TOILET vim
TISSUE I

29

Charm g.

4 Roll Pky
Limit 1
With $ 15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy,
Tobacco & Drinks On Special

Betty Crocker Chocolate Chips

Hyde Park

BROWNIE MIX21%

Oz $

69

Prairie Farms

79° TOMATO SAUCE.2/89
PEPSI COLA OR
9
$ 79 PEPSI PRODUCTS
& CHEESE.. 2/99'
MAC.
$159
2 Liter

2% MILK

G

Peter Pan Chunky or Smooth

Kraft Dinner

PEANUT BUTTER18oz
8 Pk. 16 Oz Plus Deposit

Dinty Moore

PEPSI COLA OR
PEPSI PRODUCTS

BEEF STEW.

Oz. $

Roberts 12 Oz. Bag

149 VANILLA WAFERS...59°
Flav-O-Rich Lowfat

Ivory Dishwashing

99°
CATSUP
POTATO CHIPS7% 0z *119
32 Oz.

Pringle All Flavors

Pillsbury Bundt Lemon Or Blueberry
VT Fudge Marble

LIQUID

22 Oz.

Hyde Park 46 Oz.

Adarns K
$ 1°9 MIL
Frozen

FOIL

18 In

$

09

12 Oz.

16

U S Choice
Shced

PORK
LOIN

F‘itill4, Rick

CHICKEN
BREAST

Sunshine Krispy

CRACKERSH, Bw, 69°

99°

Double 0 Pink

Swifts Veg. Beef

Hyde Park

Gal.

TOMATO JUICE....79 ORANGE JUICE....79
VEG-ALL (.2/89° SALMON 7, 0, $ 14

Larsen

CAKE MIX, '139
SOUP STARTER7.7 0z $1 19

PEA S17 oz2/69°

Hyde Park 1_5.44,

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

RAVIOLI

Delmonte

SWEET

29

$

$ 1 29

ROUND
STEAK

Family Pack

GROUND
BEEF
3 4 Lt)

Lt)
$ 1 59
S 1 7?

L

89?

T

+aide

PRODUCE
Owens Best Deli

S Choice Boneless Shloin

Fancy Head

$219 BAKED HAM
& 59° TIP STEAK
Lb 29° GROUND ROUND'', 189 BAKED HAM
BANANAS
$189
PORK CHOPS
100
CHEESE
GRAPEFRUIT488,,e5/'
9
$14
SPARE RIBS
100
4/$
BELL PEPPERS
FRANKS
59° BBQ BEEF
69° BOLOGNA
POTATOES
$129 BBQ PORK
Fields
00
s
/
3
CARROTS
BACON
'169 BOLOGNA
LETTUCE 49°

I I)

U.S Choice Extra Lean

Lt)

$289

Owens Best Boneless Pit

(3o/den f?ine

$329
Li'

Center Sliceii

rhir(l

Emye American

Ri

Country Style

ClIkeN

Of

Owens Best

Jennie 0 Turkey

1.1 S No

L

$219
'298

0-

1 Red

Fields 1

t,

Owens Famous

I I)

&bit Ilia

1 Lb

1 Lb Bag

Eckrich All Meat

'42(
'189
t!Tr."4
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Bushrod's lesson in life
keeps him from hoops

A tattered, multi- ble shock probation
folded scrap of which could release him
newspaper from Argen- early from his sentence
tina is Daryl Bushrod's and allow him to return
only remnant of his to the game he loves.
finest athletic His release possibilities
could be enhanced if a
accomplishment.
The corner page, well plane ticket arrives
worn by the handling of soon from his former
long, powerful fingers is employer in Argentina.
"If I don't get shock
also a painful jab reminding Bushrod of where probation this time the
he'd rather be. job won't be there. (It's
Anywhere, that is, ex- a) good league. The
cept the Calloway Coun- team has to get a
replacement soon."
ty Jail.
But whether he gets
Bushrod, a one-year
basketball standout at the opportunity to
Calloway County High return to pro ball or not,
School back in 1977-78, Bushrod's case is all too
sits day after day in the familiar. Big time jock
confines of the local gets in trouble with
pokey, dreaming of a drugs and ends up on the
possible return to pro short end of a long jail
basketball in another term.
In most cases, fooling
country.
Playing for the with'drugs is like drinkRosario Central squad ing hot coffee from a
in November, Bushrod paper cup. Everything's
and former Murray fine for awhile, but then
State player Kenney you get burned.
Bushrod got burned
Hammonds combined to
give their squad the city two weeks before leavchampionship in a 96-75 ing for Argentina.
"Lot of people lost
slaughter over Central
Entrarriano. Ham- faith in me, down on me
monds scored 32, cause of what happenBushrod 24 in a one-two ed," he said during an
punch that was quite im- interview Wednesday.
pressive in the foreign "I want to tell them I'm
still into ball way
land.
The victory qualified moreso than drugs,
the Rosario squad for mainly marijuana."
Why did Bushrod turn
advancement to the 'B'
level competition this kidfugs? Why would a'
season; a season which guy with his natural
starts in early February abilities risk it all for
with or without the quick cash and a possi6-foot-8, 220-pound ble trip to jail?
He blames part of it
Bushrod.
Three misdemeanor on the deaths of his
counts of drug traffick- brother, mother and
ing resulting in three father in a two-year
one-year sentences be- span. His father died
ing served concurrently two days before his
in the county jail could championship game in
keep Bushrod from his November and he
life's passion, his reason returned to his
hometown of Chicago
for existence
only two hours before
basketball.
"I just love ball," he the funeral. The losses,
said, but he admitted, he said, left him without
"If I would (have) just guidance or support.
"I was out here (Murhold out and play ball
everyday with no money ray) with nothing. I can
in my pocket it would be remember them telling
moreso than me just me things that I was dorunning around out ing that I shouldn't have
there trying to make a been doing.
"I lived here but I
dollar in the streets. I
think I would have did didn't have no money,
but I had the talent.
better, you know."
The lanky jump-shot (But) there would come
artist said he was bank- a time when I wanted
ing his future on possi- things in life and the ball

wasn't getting it for
me."
Bushrod, despite his
Chicago-tough attitude,
is not uneducated. His
only year in high school
basketball impressed
coaches enough to give
him a scholarship at the
University of TexasAustin. After three
years in Texas Bushrod
transferred to Loyola of
Chicago where he sat
out one season to
become eligible, then
finished his college
career "a half-semester
short" of a degree in
sociology.
"First two years I
didn't (study). When I
left Texas I kind of ...
started concentrating
more because at Texas
we had some classes
they just threw you in
and I never did go for
that. But it's hard when
you're playing ball. We
travelled (to) New
York, California - that
was a big-time program. I was happy to.
play in front of 18,000....
played DePaul on ilk
tional tv. I went for the
big time."
Now, though, the only
crowds Bushrod is liable
hear comes from the
commotion when a local
drunk roundup arrives.
Jail, he says, is no place
like home.
"You have to sit tight.
You've got to just
mellow out. Play cards
all day. Watch tv. Crack
a few jokes.
"Yes, (it's a) long
time waiting. A day
seems like a week. You
fall asleep for an hour
and it seems like you've
been asleep for -idx or
seven hours. -It-- gets
miserable at times ..."
At 25 Bushrod looks at
his future in terms of
several more years of
productive ballplaying.
In jail, though, his
chances are limited to
dreams and vacant
goals.
"I've been back there
thinking. I needed this
... because I have done a
lot of thinking. I've put
God first, my family second and my job third.
"I don't think I'll ever
get back into drugs. I
want the people to
respect me like they used to - not laugh at me
because I got in trouble.
"Over there (Argentina) you can get years
just for being caught
with a little joint. The
jail doesn't even have a
roof on it ... and they've
got to stay in there naked. I don't want no part
of that."

enjoyed
A tattered newspaper clipping reminds Daryl Bushrod of the game he once

'Bama survives without Johnson but LSU can't cbc without Wilson
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
The circumstances
were similar but the
results vastly different
for two Southeastern
Conference basketball
contenders Wednesday
night.
Both 14th -ranked
Louisiana State and
Alabama had to operate
without key performers
on the road. The Crimson Tide survived the
test, LSU didn't.
"This was an incredible game for our basketball team," Coach
Wimp Sanderson said
after Alabama, playing
without star Buck
Johnson, downed
Vanderbilt 85-72. "I've
been coming here
(Vandy's Memorial
Gym)a lot of years, and
I've never had a team
play like this."
LSU, the SEC's defen-

ding champion, went to
Florida without the services of Nikita Wilson
and became the victim
of Coach Norm Sloan's_
550th career victory
when the Gators used a
late 18-6 run to beat the
Bengals 74-65.
"I think something
that hurt us was that the
guys were unnerved all
week long since we
knew we wouldn't be
playing with Nikita,"
LSU Coach Dale Brown
said. "Obviously, it
showed how gravely we
missed him "
Wilson was out of the
lineup for academic
reasons, and could be
lost for the remainder of
the season. LSU already
has announced that
Wilson also will sit out
Saturday's game at
Auburn.
In other SEC action
Wednesday night,

Murray Store & Lock
642 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
Managed By Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

Chuck Person scored 20
of his 24 points in the second half to lead Auburn
over Mississippi 73-61
and Tennessee snapped
two-game losing
streak by downing
Mississippi State 69-51.
No. 11 Kentucky, the
SEC leader with a 5-1
record, entertains
Georgia in the only conference contest tonight.
Besides the AuburnLSU clash, other Saturday action will have
Florida at Alabama, Ole
Miss at Georgia, Tennessee at Kentucky and
Vanderbilt at Mississippi State.
Wednesday's action
left Alabama and
Auburn deadlocked in
second place with 5-2
conference marks and
LSU fell into a fourthplace tie with Florida,
each at 4-3.
Johnson, the SEC's second leading scorer and
No. 1 rebounder, told
Sanderson after
pregame warmups that
c.oule..nl play because
of a thigh injury.
"I asked all of the
team to play that much
harder," Sanderson
said
Freshman Michael
Ansley took the coach to

heart, pouring in 20 never though at the
points and grabbing 17 beginning of the season
rebounds - most in the that we would outreSEC this year - to bound LSU." Florida
spark the victory. Der- had a 39-37 edge on the
rick McKey added 23 boards.
"Florida's press hurt
points and nine rebounds as Bama lifted us," Brown said. "We
took to it poorly."
its record to 12-4.
Tony White scored 16
Vandy, 9-7 and 3-4, got
10 points each from points and Rob Jones
Brett Burrow and Bob- added 14 points and 11
by Westbrooks, who also
had 11 rebounds.
''They totally
dominated us on the
boards, and this was the
first time anyone has
done it to us this
season," Vandy Coach
LEXINGTON, Ky.
C. M Newton said after
the Tide had a 46-38 edge (AP) - This isn't the
on the boards.
time of the week for the
Both Newton and Kentucky Wildcats to be
Sanderson had been looking ahead to the arfighting the flu this cAsolval Tennessee
Volunteers.
week.
That's what Kentucky
Andrew Moten scored
16 points, including five coach Eddie Sutton has
In the 18-6 run that car- been telling his team
ried Florida, 9-6, past because the Wildcats
LSU, 16-3. The game entertain the Georgia
was tied at 54 with 6:30 Bulldogs tonight. The
to play when Florida Volunteers don't show
took control and built a up in Rupp Arena until
72-60 advantage with on- Saturday afternoon.
"It bothers me that
ly 1:28 to play.
"We got a lot of help we're playing Georgia
out of our full-court before playing Tendefense," Sloan said
nessee," said Sutton,
"All of our people re- Kentucky's first-year
bounded well, but I coach "I hadn't realiz-

rebounds for Tennessee,
10-6 and 3-4. It was the
eighth loss in a row for
Mississippi State, 3-13.
and 0-7. Chaufftey
Robinson led the
Bulldogs with 16 points,
all in the second half,
and eight rebounds.
"Our team has to
break through and win
eventually," said State

Rebels, 9-7 and 2-5.
"We said at halftime
that we needed to speed
the game up more, run
on every missed shot,
turnover and made
basket," Auburn Coach
Sonny Smith said "The
key for us as far as the
second half was that we
Eric Smith had 13 were able to speed the
points to lead the. game up."

Coach Bob Boyd.
Auburn, 11-6, held only a 29-28 halftime lead
at Ole Miss, but disposed of the Rebels in a
hurry after that, opening the second half with
a 16-0 spurt that put the
game under control.

Kentucky has no time to look to Vols
with Georgia Bulldogs on tap tonight
ed that the Tennessee
Volunteers and Kentucky were such hot
rivals until after I got
here."
So he has stressed to
his players to approach
both games on equal
terms.
"Every conference
game is important,"
said Sutton. "And it's
tough any time you play
two games that close
together."
. Kentucky goes into
tonight's game with a
14-2 record overall and a
league-leading 5-1 in the
Southeastern Conference. Georgia is 10-5
and 3-3.

Sutton knows that double figures. led by
even if the Wildcats senior forward Joe
aren't motivated, they Ward with 17.3 points a
will be in trouble game. Center Dave
because Georgia coach Dunn is averaging 11.2,
Hugh Durham will have followed by forward
Horace McMillan at
his team ready.
"Hugh Durham does a 10.7, and guards Dennis
great job," Sutton said. Williams at 10.2 and
"His team is sound at Donald Hartry at 10.1
both ends of the court. points a game.
The Bulldogs are
He always has them
to Kentucky in
similar
they
to
where
motivated
play at a high level of that they keep three
players in the backcourt
intensity,"
'
é 44
Georgia was the only a:ntl pigf
haifcourt
man-to-man
last
team in the SEC
season to sweep the defense
Kentucky holds an
Wildcats in two regular
overwhelming 70-12season games
series record against
All of Georgia's
the Bulldogs.
starters are scoring in

•

•
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Acupuncturist works wonders on QB

Pins prod McMahon's jaunty walk
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — Just 12 hours
after Chicago Bears
quarterback Jim
McMahon told reporters
that he could barely
walk because of a bruised left buttock, he showed no signs of discomfort on Bourbon Street
Wednesday night.
At 11 p.m., CST,

McMahon was seen
walking jauntily at the
head of a parade of fans
and celebrants down the
middle of Bourbon
Street in the famed
French Quarter.
Earlier in the day,
McMahon had received
acupuncture treatment
on his left buttock,
which had been deeply

bruised when he was
tackled during the
Bears' 24-0 victory over
the Los Angeles Rams
on Jan. 12. Coach Mike
Ditka remarked after
Wednesday's practice
that McMahon's mobility had improved
dramatically following
the treatment by
Japanese acupuncturist

Hiroshi Shiriashi.
McMahon, with a
drink in his hand and a
woman on his arm, stopped a few times along
Bourbon Street to chat
with people. Then, saying "curfew, gotta go,"
he headed, at a brisk
pace, toward the Bears
hotel.

Berry's bizzare behavior makes believers; Bears back in stride
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — The players
didn't know what to
make of their coach's
bizarre behavior.
Raymond Berry
gathered them around
him at the New England
Patriots' minicamp last
May, dropped a football
on the ground and flopped his lanky 6-foot-2
frame on top of it.
"We were in shock,"
wide receiver Cedric
Jones said. "We had no
idea what he was
doing."
The Patriot& know
now.
Berry was
demonstrating the importance of recovering
fumbles and collecting

turnovers.
Berry got up off the
turf, Jones said, and
told his players, "This is
your basic fundamental
that can separate the
good teams from the
bad teams."
As the season progressed, the point was
proven.
New England was
third in the NFL with 47
takeaways. In their
three playoff games,the
Patriots have capitalized on 16 turnovers to
score 61 of their 84
points. They have
scored three
touchdowns in their last
five games after
recovering fumbled
kickoff returns.

They are hoping for
more of the same when
they meet the Chicago
Bears in Sunday's Super
Bowl.
-The first thing we do
Is get the guy tackled,"
special teams standout
Mosi Tatupu said.
"Then you get your
hand on the ball."
The Patriots practice
falling on loose balls and
picking them up and
running. They also learn
the proper way to
recover fumbles, by
sliding into them rather
than pouncing and having the ball squirt away.
"When we first
started this drill, most
of the players weren't
crazy about it," said
Greg Hawthorne, who
forced a fumble on the
second-half kickoff of
New England's AFC
championship game victory over Miami on Jan.

12. "Now when we do
that, everybody looks
forward to it."
The Patriots also
practice stripping the
ball from opposing
players.
"The last time many
players did all that was
In high school," said
linebacker Steve
Nelson. "That's the last
time I did it."
All the practicing may
be needed Sunday
against one of the NFL's
most careful teams.
The Bears have lost
just one turnover, a
fumble, in two playoff
games. They tied for
fourth in fewest regularseason turnovers with
31.
Chicago even may
turn the tables on New
England. The Bears led
the NFL with 54
takeaways.

Putting problem back to nag Nicklaus
at same course a quarter-century later

Chicago at a glance
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — Hiroshi
Shiriashi gave Jim
McMahon his longawaited shot in the
rump — and the rest of
the Chicago Bears a
shot in the arm.
McMahon, the controversial quarterback
who had complained
long and loud about the
Bears' unwillingness to
supply him with- his,
favorite acupuncturist,
got his wish Wednesday.
Shiriashi, the trainer
for the Japanese.. national track team,arrived in this Super Bowl city and administered a
needle treatment in
McMahon's sore left
buttock. Shiriashi said

GSA QUALITY
SERVICE Pit113
1.111111W 11010•1 COOP00•1101.

he flew here at the request of his friend,
former world-class
sprinter Willie Gault,
now a wide receiver for
the Bears.
"I am here for him
and to make his Bears
feel better so they can
win the Super Bowl,"
Shiriashi said. "My
treatment is special,
totally oriental. lam so
happy to get here."'
After the treatment,
McMahon participated
in a two-hour workout as
the Bears continued
preparation for Surfday's game against New
England.
"The main thing I was
impressed with was all
of his movement,"

GM

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

Coach Mike Ditka said
after McMahon took
most of the snaps in the
Bears' first two offensive series. "He was 200
percent better today.
"I'm really optimistic
now. Frankly, I was not
very optimistic after
yesterday's ( Tuesday's) practice. It was a
pleasant surprise for
me."
At 11 p.m., CST,
McMahon was seen
walking jauntily at the
head of a parade of fans
and celebrants down the
middle of Bourbon
Street. He showed, no
sign of discomfort as he
moved through the ramed French Quarter,
stopping occasionally.to
alit with people.
McMahon's rear end,
'
bruised when Los
Angeles Rams
linebacker Jim Collins
applied his helmet to it

during the NFC title
game, has become the
No. 1 subject of conversation.
At nearby Tulane
University, the Patriots
went through a 24-hour
practice. Wide receiver
Irving Fryar, who suffered a cut right little
finger in a domestic
misunderstanding with
his wife and missed the
AFC championship
game against Miami,
took part, catching
several passes and
fielding punts, a
category in which he led
the NFL.
Asked if he saw any
difference in Fryar's
performance because of
the plastic splint -he
wore, Coach Raymond
Berry replied, "I didn't
see any difference, except that he has a bigger
finger."

JUST ARRIVED
150 New Suits
and Sport Coats
—Sizes 36-50 Long—

PHOENIX, Ariz. his 25th season on the tournament wins," said
(AP) — Rookie Jack Professional Golfers Nicklaus, who has
scored only one victory
Nicklaus was having Association Tour.
Nicklaus, now a In the last three seasons.
putting problems when
"There's no reason I
he came to this tourna- legend in his own right,
ment a quarter-century again is troubled by the can't continue to win,
same problems ex- that I can't be comago.
"In the first five tour- perienced by tpe chub- petitive. I'm in good
naments I'd played," by, crew-cut youngster shape physically and
Nicklaus recalled, "I on that first visit to the mentally. I still want to
hadn't had less than 34 Phoenix Country Club 25 work at it. I still enjoy
tournament
years ago.
putts a round.
"I need to improve competition.
"George Low (an old
"Having the ability to
pro and legendary put- my putting statistics,"
is a lot of fun.
compete
before
said
pro
the
in
me
Nicklaus
ter) took
shop and gave me one of completing prepara- Just playing — playing
tions for today's first and not being comhis putters.
I "With the exception of round of the $500,000 petitive — is no fun at
all. And I had a lot of
maybe a total of a cou- Phoenix Open.
"It's the same pro- that last year," said
ple of years, I've used it
ever since," Nicklaus blem I've had all my Nicklaus, who added:
"If I can't win, if I
life, the same problem
said.
Now, after 70 tourna- everyone has. I've go to can't compete, I won't
ment victories — in- find a way not to lift my play."
But there is no danger
cluding a record 17 in head on putts."
Improving his putting anything like that will
the game's Big Four
events — the 46-year-old is a goal this year, but it be happening
immediately.
Nicklaus brings that old isn't the only one.
In fact, Nicklaus said,
"I need to get some
putter home as he began

MinTayans
win district
in Tri-Star
Four local youth will
advance to the zone
competition in Lexington, Ky., after winning their age divisions in
the recent Optimist TriStar district basketball
competition.
The four winners included Amy Alexander,
first in 8-year-old girls,
Christy Lambert, first
in 11-year-old girls,
Susan Lax, first in
13-year-old girls and
Seth Arent, first in
11-year-old boys.
The district competition took place in Cadiz,
Jan.18, and featured
participants from Eddyville, Kuttawa,
Hopkinsvllle, Princeton,
as well as Cadiz and
Murray.
Youth ages 8-13 competed in basketball
skills competition with
district winners advancing to the zone level
which will be held Feb.8
In Lexington. District
winners from Kentucky
and West Virginia will,
be represented in the
zone events.
Seven other lock
youth earned second- or
third-place trophies in
the district competition.
Five boys won
seconds including Brad
Cleaver, 8, Richard
Boyle, 9, Adam Grogan,
10, Allen Rayburn, 12,
and Josh Johnson, 13
Two girls won thirds including Marti McClard,
10, and Darra Mitchell,
12

he's planning a heavier
playing schedule —
despite an increased
work-load from his
various business interests — than he's had
in recent years.
"Don't ask me why, it
just worked out that
way. I sat down and
figured out a schedule
and that's the way it
came out.
"It's subject to
change. It could be adjusted. But right now,
I'm scheduled to play
eight of the next 12
weeks and 12 of the next
18."
Nicklaus said he was
encouraged by some improved putting that put
him in title contention
for a couple of tournaments at the end of
last season, but said, "I
have no idea how I may
play this week."
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College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scores
Wednesday's Games
EAST
Delaware 71. Lehigh 70
Pittsburgh 64. Boston Coll 62
Seton Hall 84, Brown 53
St John's 56. Fordham 47
Syracuse 95, Providence 73
Wagner 106. Long Island U 83
SOUTH
Alabama 85. Vanderbilt 72
Auburn 7$, Mississippi 61
Sir Southern 63 Ala -Huntsville
47
Florida 74. Louisiana St 66

New Orivros 76, Florida St 55
N.0 -Wilmington 75. Campbell 62
Tennessee 69. Mississippi St 51
Tn.-Chattanooga 74, W Carolina
62
Virginia 54. Wake Forest 47
Virginia Tech 79. North Carolina
ACT 75
W Kentucky 64, Dayton 62
MIDWEST
Akron 117, Urbana 79
92, N Illinois 71
Green
Bowling
Butler 67. Valparaiso 57
Cleveland St 112. E Illinois 89
E Michigan 75, Toledo 58

Miami, Ohio 85, Ohio U 68
Notre Dame V. American U 56
SW Missouri St. 68, St. Louis 61
W Michigan 67. Ball St 64
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 53, Rice 49
Houston 76. Texas ACM IN
Nebraska 62. Oklahoma St 61
Prairie View 811..Teluts-San Antonio 72
So Methodist 61, Texas Tech 57
Texas 56, Texas Christian 54
FAR WEST
California 62, Southern Cal 61
San Diego St 93, L.aVeme 312

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
I. Pct
8 796 31
'Boston
44
667
TS 14
PhUadelphie
8
581
26 19
New Jersey
14
11
500
21
11
Washington
3137 174
15 27
New York

Milwaukee
Atlanta
Detroit
Cleveland
Chicago
Indiana

Houston
Denver
San Antonio
Dallas
Utah
Sacramento

Central Division
28 15
17
0 n
53
,2
18
15
11

24
28
30

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
26 14
24 IS
2330
19 30
21 23
16 26

651 34
575
74
476
429 94
349 13
268 16

667
571

4

8.85
487
477
381

74
4
12

Pacific Division
32 8
LA Lakers
28 19
Portland
15 25
Phoenix
le 28
L A Clippers
15 27
Seattle
14 32
Golden State
Wednesday's Girlie!
Philadelphia 118, Phoenix 111
Atlanta 131, Golden State 100
Detroit 107. Cleveland 104
Boston 110. L A Lakers 95
I. A Clippers 131, Dallas 441
Denver 137, New Jersey I37- Thursday's Games
Phoenix at Washington
Sacramento at Houston
New Jersey at Utah
Seattle at Portland
Friday's Games
Golden State at Boston
New York at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Indiana
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Detroit at Dana
San Antonio at Denver
L. A Lakers at L A Clippers

800 578 84
375 17
364 18
357 18
304 11
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mmission adopts two discrimination settlements
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights has adopted two
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Special good Jan 24 30

discrimination settlements involving a
veterans organization in
Elizabethtown and an

T. J.'sBar-B-Q & 'Amerika' gets new life
Burgers
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breakdown of its slaff mative action program,

NEW YORK (AP) - series because the
''Amerika,'' the Kremlin does not like
753-0045
Chestnut St. Murray
miniseries that Moscow it."
A spokesman for the
wanted killed, has survived political pressure Soviet Embassy in
and ABC's accountants Washington said
to get a new life on TV Wednesday that Soviet
for its depiction of the officials were not
United States under fic- available for comment.
titious Soviet rule.
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Wholesale Building; 342
Qfttift,
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
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CATS AND P065 EVOLVED FROM
A SINGLE ANIMAL CALLED A
''COG". IT BECAME EXTINCT
WHEN IT BARKED UP THE
WRONG TREE...

-

0ISM UMW Feature Srstrostsinc
WbNDER WHY
THEY CALL IT
FAMILY N IGHT

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916
THE FAR SIDE

2

Notice

Good
Timothy Hay
$1.50 Per Bale
Call

753-1265
MUST SELL
1971 AMC Hornet
Needs some work,_
tires,_
good
$400.00.
Call 753-4094
Between 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
MUST SELL
AM-FM
Old
radio/ster•o/S track
with 2 ',limbers.
$23.00. Call 753-4094
between 10 a.m.-5
p.m.
5. Lost and

Found

$100 REWARD for return of 3 female beagles. Lost north of 121
on Graves Calloway
County Line. Call 4354238 after 5p.m.
LOST in Chandler Park
area, small silky multi
colored Terrier, named
Rags. Call 753-1651 or
436-5437.
6. Help Wanted
A growing construction
company in Murray.
Ky. is in need of an
experienced estimator.
Will consider semiretired person for full or
part time employment.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 149, Murray, Ky.
42071.
REPS NEEDED
For Busermoss Accounts. Fullterns 380,000 to $80,000. Parttime $12,000 to 818.000. No Soli(rig. Repeat Business. Set your
own hours. Treining Provided.
14112413158870. Mom-Fri. 8a.m.
to 5 p.m. CST.
•
NEEDED: bartender &
cook at 641 Club,
Puryear, TN. Apply in
. 6 openings
NEED a
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (31
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
PART -time houNe
keeping person needed
Must be reliable & have
phone at home. Apply in
person only, Eagle Inn.
S. 12th St.
diesel
WAN4TED
mechanic with experience, capable of all
general diesel repair &
shop maintenance. BAD
Trucking, Paris, TN.
901-642-8216

By GARY LARSON

COuLD sA0u 0KXZK
TONIGHT
.7

6. Help

16. Home

Wanted

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
SECRETARIAL
position- typing, filing &
general knowledge of
office procedures. Send
resume t,-• P.O. Box 596,
Murray, Ky
9. Situation

Wanted

GENERAL house
cleaning. Dependable.
References supplied.
Call 759-4604.
/ do babysitting. Call
759-1683.
WILL stay with elderly.
Call days 753-4590, night
7 5 3 - 3 7 6 5 for
information.
1 1 . Instruction
QUILT class Thurs. Jan
30th, 6:30p.m. 6 week
session. Call Wild
Raspberry 753-0859.
'TOLE painting class
Mon. Jan. 27th,
6 : 30p.m. 6 week
sessions. Call Wild
Raspberry for details
753-0859.
14,Want to Buy
RECTRIC fence with
box hook-up, fence post
& barbed wire. Call
753-4783 after 5:30p.m.
WANT to buy raw furs.
McClellan Furs,
Stanley Owen McClellan, Pulaski, Ill.
618-342-6316.
WANT to buy 8-6 acres
of land, prefer woods,
3-8 miles from Murray.
Call 759-4663.
15. Articles for Sale
4'x8' WOOD Siding three patterns to choose
from- $7.95. Mid-South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
OAK kitchen cabinets;
vanities; marble tops.
Free estimates. Mid South Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642.2552.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only 86.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
FOR sale. Queen sfze
box springs and mattress. Excellent condition. $100.00. Call 7535945.
FOR sale: sleeper sofa$50; 3-piece living room
set- $200; glass etagere.
$75, rocking chair- $15.
Call 759-9226 after 5p.m.
FOR sale- upright- G.E.
freezer, gas stove 2'8"x
3-4", 1940 Upright
piano. early 1900
Loveseat, lawn
sweeper. Call after
5p.m. 759-1796.
MOVING. Must self
2-piece living room
suite. Early American,
beige naugahyde with
wood trim. Phone 7594872.
PRIMITIVE cherry bed
with mattress & box
springs, pie safe,
primitive kitchen work
table, hickory bottom
chairs, spindle leg oak
table, new country sofa,
high back settle, walnut
end tables. Call 753-9774
after 5p.m.
REFRIGERATOR with
ice maker, 36 in. electric range, good condition. Call 753-9943.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595

Furnishings

10 PIECE antique oak
dining room suite. Call
527-8186.
20. Sports Equipment
FATE'S can do all your
silk screening, monogramming & lettering
on caps, T-shirts, sweat
shirts & jackets. Faye's
can supply all of your
sporting apparel needs
514 Main, 753-7743.
22. Musical
ESTEY console piano
for sale. Call 437-4432.
UPRIGHT piano, good
condition, $250. Phone
after 5p.m. 753-0459.
USED organs Hammond, Kimball,
7
Wurlitzers. others, 50',
off. New, used pianos,
spinets, consoles,
grands. Lonardo Piano
Co., next to Penney's,
Paris, TN.
24. Miscellaneous
10 FT. satellite system,
total remote control
with dish positioner.
Regularly $1895. Now
$1495 installed. Roberts
Electrics, 713 S. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. 753-7766.
/12 7/16" BLANDEX•
$5.95. Shingles- $15.95
sq. Mid-South Wholesale Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
APPLE II Plus Computer, one disc drive, color
monitor, $595. Call
Thorobred Computer.
Call 753-7733.
BABY crib, springs
mattress, double sided,
maple finish, spindles,
teething rails, $75. Call
753-3618 after 5:30p.m.
CHEAP wood, red oak,
delivered. Call 753-0467
after 6p.m.
FATE S. For month of
January, free monograms with purchase of
towels- %25 off monograms on your towels,
sheets, all linens. 514
Main, 753-7743.
FIBERGLASS camper
topper with sliding
glass windows, fits
standard size pickup,
$250. Call 753-0062.
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hard wood, $25 delivered, $30 delivered &
stacked. Phone 436-2904.
FOLDING chairs for
sale: five different
styles. James H. Cain,
Box 917, Murray, Ky.
42071 Phone (502) 7591602.
FREE tree tops, make
excellent firewood. Interest parties call 7530640 ask for Tim or
Laura.
KEROSENE heaters
12,300 BTU's $79.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
OAK & hickory
firewood $27.50 full rick
delivered, $22 U-haul.
Call 436-2778.
OFFICE FURNITUREused: desks, files,
chairs, etc. We now rent
office furniture. Crytes
Used Office Furniture,
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Ky.. 442-4302.
PICK -up truck bed
rubber mats- ChevroletFord- Datsun- NissanEl Camino- Ranger Mazda. See at Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SEASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
EASONED wood- oak,
red oak & white oak
Phone 489-2104.
WHTRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver

Gold

146-

Closed

Closed

2 WANT TO
END THE
5LAvE
MARKET
041 ABOUR.OWN r-

Yesterday

Yesterday
Opened

6 18

350.50

Today

6 15

1.00

Down

03

351 50

()Mined
Today ,
Down

4
•

At the rubber man factory

Compliments of:
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
133 7 1 1 3
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

f
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

46. Homes for Sale

32. Apts for Rent

SEASONED o-a-k-,
hickory & greenwood
firewood delivered. All
tree trimming & removing. Call 753-5476.
STORM windows standard sizes- $21.25.
Storm doors- $49.95.
Mid -South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
TRADITIONAL arm
chair & cherry rocker
with upholstered seat &
back. Call 753-6553.

ONE- 1 BR furnished, 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
one- 2 BR furnished
Lease & deposit required. Call 753-9208
after 4p.m.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Ili g
Equal H

1 orm
1r46.14
i
4

25. Business Services
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Individual, farm,
small businesses. Reasonable rates. Call

nice

bedroom apt. Stoverefrigerator- electric
heat $190 month. Call

brick, large family
room with fireplace,
fenced in yard. North
20th. Phone 753-7687.
BR, 1 & 1/2 story In
city, good rental property, $20,000. Call 753-

1204 after 4p.m.
3 BR brick house, bath
& 1/2, utility room,
carport and large patio,
all electric, 2 miles
south of Murray. Call
492-8566 after 5p.m.
OWNER, S bedroom
BV on 2 14 acres. 6 miles
north of Murray. Call 7533287.

rtY

753-0859.

4 8 9-2 4 40 for
appointment.

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled to practice
Before the IRS-Bachelor
Degree in Accounting Murray State. Nine years of experience preparing Individual, busirwss, partnership, and corporate
returns. Low rates end
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns. Day or night call
an
for
759-1425
appointment.

JUDY

Williams Tax
Service. Call for an
appointment or pick up
8r delivery. Reasonable
rates. Phone 436-2524 or
438-5496.

26. TV -Radio
PORTABLE 19" color
Quasar T.V. with remote, $140. Call after
5p.m. 753-8333.

DV

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR frame house, 1405
Vine. No pets. $225 per
month. Phone 753-0932
or 753-5898.
EXTRA nice 3BR brick
house, 1 mile east city
limits. For more information 753-4566, ask
for Robert Wiggins.

builder- new, 3 & 4
Financing
B R
negotiable. Call
753-3672.
EXTREMELY attractive, remodeled, 3 BR
home with vinyl siding,
garage plus attached
office, carport, new
satellite dish- all on
gorgeous 1 acre lot.
Only $42,000. Don't waitphone 753 - 1222

Kopperud Realty.
INQUIRE today about a
male charming, economical,

38. Pets-Supplies
10 MONTH old

German Shepherd, had
all shots. Call 753-9600.
DOG obedienceg.
Hobby, career or just a
well mannered companion. Boarding and AKC
German Shepherds. 4362858.
REGISTERED German Shepherd puppies,
white, black & tan. Call
502-522-6894.
WANTED: AKC
Labrador Retriever
(yellow) for stud. Must
see papers. Call
753-1495.

41. Public Sales

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1967 WIATON 12x54.
Call 492-8626.
1073 GLENBROOK
mobile home, 12x135 with
a 10x12 ft. tip-out on
living room, 2 BR, 2
bath, includes central
air unit, 2 porches 8r
steps, good shape, $5,
500. 759-1084.
1978 ALAMO 12x60
mobile home, 2 BR, 1
bath, partially furnished, good condition.
Call 759-1054.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
31.

Want

to

49

Rent

WANT to lease service
station or buy other
small business in or
near Murray. Call 753=5.

32. Apts for Rent

MOVING SALE
1517
Dudley Dr.
Friday
Jan. 24th
From 8:30 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m.
Various household
items and some
furniture.

convenient, 3 BR, 3
story home. Large lot
with 2 BR rental home,
on adjoining lot. Call
436-2237 after 5p.m. for

NICE

SURPLUS SALE
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS ACCEPTING SEALED BIDS UNTIL 10:00 AM
FEBRUARY 10, 1986, AT THE PURCHAV
ING DEPARTMENT, GENERAL SERVICES
BUILDING, MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
FOR THE FOLLOWING SURPLUS BULL:
BRANGUS BULL; 5 YEAR OLD:
REGISTERED; WEIGHT: 1750 POUNDS
ESTIMATED;GOOD DISPOSITION; EASY
CALFING. QUANTITY: 1 Each
BID FORMS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING JIM DAVIS; AGRICULTURE
DEPT.; MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AT
502/762-6943 OR 3327.

The Finance & Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky deskes to lease approximately 1.766
net square feet of office space to be located
in Murray, Kentucky. Parking for 5 vehicles
must accompany the space. Space must be
available for occupancy on or before February
15, 1986.
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:00 a.m., Friday,
January 31, 1986. You need only to designate
the type and location of the property, the
name, address, and phone number of the property owner, and the date of availability of the
property for lease. Lease requisition number
PR-3219 should be clearly marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to
Room 171, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601
AN response received will be publicly opened and read at the above designated time. You
MI be notified by a representative of the Leasing Branch so that an appointment can be
_
made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the Office
the State Fire Marsl. meat OSHA and handicapped accessibility specifications, as well
as existing applicable building codes. For any
addkional information, contact WOW Lie of the
Leasing Branch by phoning (502) 584-2430.

or

53. Services Offered

53

53

Services Offered

Metal Roofing 8,
Siding-Factory Direct

Iroganon Resettemal

make wet basements

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING

dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, till sand
Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.

appointment.
LARGE 3 BR frame
house. 9 miles E. on 94.
Call 753-5599.
LEAVING state, roomy
3 BR, 2 bath brick,
family room, 2
fireplaces, appliances,
in city. Must see to
appreciate, 50's. 7534486.
NEWLY carpeted,
completely redecorated, three bedroom house, 522 Whitnell. 28' living room,

NEW
Cleaning
Service

'82 SKYLARK 4 dr., 6
cylinder, 2-tone paint,
air, p.s., tilt, cruise,
AM/FM. Call 759-1361.
after 3p.m.
FOR sale- 1982 Old smobile Delta 88 Roy ale, 4 door, power, air,
AM-FM with tape, 69,
000 miles, gray with
vinyl top. Very classy
car. 15500. 618-524-2533

large kitchen, utility
room, enclosed garage,
storm windows, new
roof. Located two
blocks of South Side
Shopping area. Excellent neighborhood.
Immediate possession.
Phone 753-3059 Claude
L. Miller.

IRREE

bedroom 1 IA
bath, brick house with
large back yard, basement, outdoor storage,
assumable loan. $38,000.
Call 759-1020 after 6 pm.

47. Motorcycles
1982 YAMAHA 750
(Sportster replica I chrome- 5000 mi.sharp! $1500. Phone
753-8267,
1985 HONDA 250 4 wheeler. Call after

evenings.

,

50. Used Trucks
1970 DATSUN plckup
with camper, rebuilt
engine. 1972 VW van,
7900 miles. Call 474-2325.
1973 DODGE truck,
good tires, fair shape.
1978 Mercury Cougar,
59,000 miles, 1 owner.
Call after 6p.m.
753-0087.
1915 FORD Van, fully
customized, low mileage, excellent condition, $2850. Call 753-8096.
1978 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser, extra sharp,
37,000 actual miles. Will
sell or trade for nice
car. Call 753-0509 after

No lob to
small or large
Call
492-8879 for
Information

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
FadorY authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and

Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, disrehwashers
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free

estimate.

5p.m.
1979 GMC diesel 8V92 engine, 9 speed single axle
with air brakes. Also
fiberglass pickup topper
for long wheel base truck.
Call 527-9776.
1980 DODGE Ram
Charger, 4-wheel drive,
sharp truck, new tires.
Call 759-4034 or 753-1458.

5p.m. 489-2705.
1981 FORD F-150 300 6
'36 YAMAHA 50 moped, cylinder, automatic,
like new. Call 489-2787.
p.s., pb,, air, AM/FM
49, Used Cars
1968 MUSTANG Coupe,
ps, pb, factory 3-speed,
302 motor, chrome
wheels, extra parts,
$1500. Call 436-2650.
1065 FORD Fairlane,
2-door, hardtop, V-8, 260
cu. in., excellent condition, 74,000 miles, $500.
1963 Dodge Dart Slant 6,
225 cu. in., new plugs
and battery, runs good,
body rough, $200. Call
753-8361 after 4p.m.
1974 AMERICAN
Motors Ambassador,
$600. Call 753-0621 between 7a.m.-3:30p.m.

stereo, short wheel base
with camper top. Local
owned. 753-9218 after
.m.
i98iREN0ADE CJ -7,

hard topj 4 cylinder
speed transmoto ,
mission. ll 492-8626.
truck with
1984
bed liner, AM/FM
cassette stereo, low
mileage, $5500, red &
silver. Call 759-9536.
'75 DODGE 4x4, 31g
automatic, front end
needs work. Call 4892787.
POR sale 1975 Dodge
D-100, p.s., pb., air, 318
motor, good running
condition, $1600 firm.
1074 MAVERICK, runs Call 435-4354 after 6p.m.
good, best offer. Call
51. Campers
436-2879.
1977 98 OLDSMOBILE,
black, 4 door, p.w., pb.,
p.s. Call 753-7166 after
4p.m.
1b77 DATSUN B210
automatic, 2 door. Call
753-5643.
1977 LTD- 2 dr. Coupe,
clean, nice, dependable,
$1600. Call 753-6267.
1077 MGB Convertible,
79,000 miles, new
clutch, $2,495. Call 7539710, 1500 Canterbury
Dr.
'74 VEGA- sliver, 4spd., good exterior and
interior condition, 25
mpg, new battery, must
see to appreciate- 7539248.
'75 FORD Cougar. $900.

Phone 753-0115.
'82 OLDS Cutlass Clem

1971 21 •14 Foot, Travel
Trailer, sleeps seven,
good condition. 81,995.
Call 753-7526.
52

Boats -Motors

13 FT. Cherokee
aluminum boat plus 20
h.p. Johnson motor,
new 65 h.p. trolling
motor, anchor & anchor
lines, extra good boat
trailer with spare tire &
wheel. Price $2100. Call
753-7536.
53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).

Thornton's Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Car-0-Liner Frame Machine
2112 Coldwater Road

759-1596

Amvets Post 45
Dance
Fri., Jan. 24th
Band: Silver Creek
Sat., Jan. 25th
Band: Cross Cut
8:30-?

portable
(and
welding service). Call
(502) 753-5425.

Stalls Ornamental
and Wrought Iron
Murray, Ky.
Present this ad for 10%
discount on all orders
through March 15th.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.

AUCTION
...COMPLETE
LIQUIDATION***

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1986
10:00

Services Offered

WET BASEMENT' We

First Ouellty poInt•d 1142.00
timates,
McKenzie In
squ•r• Gelyonli•d
years experience.
CM Collect
132.00 per square. Pull 36
Tremon Farris 759-1987
901 352 3671 ot
cor•roos. Pay only for wftwit
ROOFING, Plumbing,
901 352 5704
you pet. 5 V metal In stow
Concrete work, AdFree Estimates
.rd lengths st $26.95 per
ditions, Painting,
squer•. (Formisrly Wood's
General Carpentry
Form Center Metal Sal•s).
GENERAL HOME
Molony Co
P.A
Toll Frig In Ky.
REPAIR. 15 years exFree
753 - 8628
1100433-324S.
perience. Carpentry,
Estimates.
Pm deanery 25 mown awl ea,
concrete, plumbing,
ALL type masonry
roofing, siding, NO JOB
BLUEGRASS AO
work, block, brick,
IQ SMALL. Free esconcrete, driveways, __-DISTRIBUTOR8
timates. Days 753-6973,
good condition,$2300. sidewalks, patios, house
' Henderson, Ky.
nights 474-2276.
Call 753-5080.
foundations, new
INSULATION blown in
1981 PONTIAC Grand chimneys or chimney
by Sears. TVA ap- ODD job specialist, ceilPrix, 2 door, maroon, repair. 25 years exproved. Save on those ing fans, electrical,
p.b., p.s., ac, 46,000 perience. Free eshigh heating and cool- plumbing, fencing. You
miles. Call 753-5447 timates. Call Charles
ing bills. Call Sears name it, I do it. You buy. I
after 5p.m.
Barnett 753-5476.
753-2310 for free install You break, I fix
1981 TOYOTA Cellica
Call 436-28.68.
estimate.
GT, AM-FM radio, air, 2
HAULING of all types- OPEN'. Import Auto
door. Call 753-1602 bebrush piles, rubbish, Salvage. New and used
tween 5p.m. & 8p.m.
etc. Also, trees & bushes parts. Open 8-5p.m.
1982 NISSAN Sentra
removed. Will also Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.
Wagon, 38 mpg., ac.,
shovel snow this winter
p.s., 5-speed. Call 436if necessary ReasonaAlurninurn
2606 or 753-4078.
ble rates. Good reService Co.
1984 CAMARO Z-28,
ferences Call Jerry at
T-tops, loaded, 28,000
Aluminum and vinyl
759-9661
miles. Evenings 759siding. Custom trim
1274.
work. References.
and
Ornamental
'74 CHEVY Malibu, 2
Call Will Ed Bailey
Porch
Iron
Wrought
dr., 350 V-8 automatic,
753-0689
Posts and Hand Rails
pa, pb, air. Call 753-7917.

LS, 2 door, ps, pb. air,
$5200. Call 759-1750.

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE

53. Services Offered

Call 474-2796.
1980 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme, burgundy,
p.s., p b., cruise,
AM/FM stereo, good
condition. Call 436-5462.
1981 AMC„ Concord, ps,
ac, excellent condition.
Will consider trade,
$2800. Call 753-8056.
1981 DATSUN GX310,
aun roof. air. t door.

1 BR efficiency apt.,

partial utilities paid, no 45. Farms for Sale
pets. Call 753-9741.
225 ACRE farm
1 BR with furniture, southeast bf New Con2
Rd.
Farm
1608 College
cord. Cropland,
BR at Embassy Apts. marketable timber,
Call 753-3530.
fencing & creek. Call
2 BR, 2 bath apt. Stove, 753-7531.
refrigerator & water 46 ACRES farm with 3g
furnished. No pets. Call acres cropland. Wooded
753-3949lots with paved road.
2BR apt., ap- Located on the North
pliances, washer & end of Penny Road and
dryer furnished. No the Oak Grove Church
pets. Adults only. 10 Road. 502-753-7969.
miles on 121 South. 52 ACRES located on
436-5401.
the North end of
NICE duplex in private Kirksey highway with
area. Lease & deposit blacktop on two sides.
required. Appliances 50 acres tendable. Call
furnished. Call 753-3343.
502-753-7969.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

= Paper
1979 BUICK Electra PAINTING
hanging, commerical or
Limited, all extras,
residential, Free esgood condition, $3500.
References. 25

43. Real Estate
KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you

Used Cars
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A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

Come Prepared To Bid With Action As
Two Rings Will Be Selling At The Same Time'

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT OAT OF SALE!

•Magnetic signs

55.Feed and Seed
FEED oats, 36 pound
plus truck toad lots
only. Call 217-227-3204.

Call
56 . Free Column

...MEMORIES
Bel

Alf

7S19SSS

NEW VCR??

For Excellent Prices

If the answer Is Yes,
You Will Receive

MOBILE HOME REPAIR and preventative
maintenance. Roofs,
floors, plumbing, wiring, hurricane straps
.No job too small. 759-

FREE
AWACS Si$0

VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

4850.
NEED work on

your
trees? Topping, pruning, sishaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.

Call 753-8084
For Information
FREE to good

home.
blackLab puppies Call
489-2455.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE1S
CUSTOM WOODWORK:NC;

•
•
souci WOOD CABINETS •
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Birch • Oek • Weirtut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES AellOOKCASES S.

111
▪

KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PEKES Drop Ely • Soo Our Dloploy
•

Let Rex give you a
• 1212 Main Afturray, Ky. 753-5940 •
price on your sep• •ile•p•••••••••••••••
tic tank & backhoe
work.

753-9224

NEW PARTS INVENTORY
AND RELATED ITEMS
Brake Controls•Horse Trailer Floor Mats•Trailer Balls
1,11"Thru 3"•Trailer Undercarriage Parts Of Every Description • Drop Hitches • Fifth Wheel Hitches •
Bumper Hitch Couplers And Pentle Hook Hitches•Set
Of 8' Heavy Duty Drop Ramps• 5' And 6' Trailer Top
Bows•Large Assortment Of 5 And 6 Lug Brake Hubs
And Backing Plates • 5' And 6' Roll Angles • Trailer
Wheels And Caps•Goose Neck Jacks And Couplers•
Tongue Jacks• Bolt Bins And Inventory• Four-6000
Pound Axle Hubs•Idler Hubs-1000 Pounds Thru 3500
Pounds Complete•Springs-1000 Pounds Thru 10.000
Pounds Capacity•Dome Lights And Sliding Windows
•Donut Tires And Wheels• Two-Sets of Horse Trailer
Side Well Pads• Large Assortment Of Chrome Trim •
Set Of Boggle Trailer Axles w Brakes - 6 Ton Capacity
•Two-Pnefert Bale Buch Carriers•Priefert Cattle Head
Gate• Four-50 Gallon Drums Of Paint•Eleven-5 Gallon Cans Of Paint•Thirty-New Truck Tool Boxes - Various Sizes -Side Boxes - Under Bed Boxes - Cross Over
Boxes•Lot Of 8" Trailer Tires And Wheels•Lot Of 12Trailer Tires And Wheels • Twenty Two - Dual Wheel
Trailer Fenders•Thirty One. Single Wheel Trailer Fenders • Lot Of 8" Trailer Wheels • Trailer Axles 1500
Pounds Thru 7500 Pounds•5 And 6' Trailer Front Caps
• Lot Of 20. Stock Trailer Side Slats•950 - 165 8 Lug
Wheel w Tire•875- 1658 Lug Wheel•750 - 16 58 Lug
,
Wheel.
SHOP ITEMS
orthington 365 CFM Air Compressor Powered By Del
Diesel Engine w Complete Sand Blasting Outfit •
Chicago 125 CFM Air Compressor Powered By Cummins Diesel Engine • Chicago 8 Bending Brake. Handles Up To 18 Gauge Metal•Banton+ Iron Worker Shear
•Pexto 4 Metal Shear•Greenerd Arbor Model 3B Hand
Press•5 Horse Twin Cylinder Horizontal Air Compressor 220 Single Phase • Royal Air Compressor Tire
Changer•Torch And Gauges•Sharpe Paint spray Gun
• Two-2 Ton Floor Jacks • Miller 225 Welder w Long
Leads • Several Chains And Boomers • 12 Speed
Heavy Duty Drill Press • Air Tools-Hand Tools-Sanders-Sockets-Wrenches • Rack Of Metal Tubing •
Large Shop Furnace Stove• Two Bench Vises•Three
Work Benches • Two Squirrel Cage Fans • Lot Of
Lumber•Lot Of Treated Poles•Scallop Disc Blades•
36.000 B T U Air Conditioner • Four Office Desks w
Chairs•Three Drawer Filing Cabinet•Two Push Mowers•5 H P Tiller• Fairbanks-Morse Platform Scales•
The List Goes On And On. Thousands Of Items'

•Stationery

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

30 yrs. experience

USED INVENTORY
Gooseneck 2 Axle 6'x20' Open Top Removable Rack
Stock Trailer • Gooseneck 2 Axle 6418'x6' 6' High
Stock Trailer w Front Cap • Two-Gooseneck 4 Horse
Trailers w Dressing Rooms• Gooseneck 2 Axle 6'x20'
Stock Trailer w Front Cap And Completely Reconditioned • Bumper Hitch 2 Horse Trailer w Dressing
Room • Bumper Hitch 6'x16' Stock Trailer • Bumper
Hitch 6414' Stock Trailer - Like New. Used Only 6
Months•Bumper Hitch 2 Horse Trailer•Gooseneck 3
Axle 8'x20' Flat Bed - Real Nice • Neck Over 2 Axle
8'x24' Flat Bed • Gboseneck 2 Axle 5.x14. Flat Bed •
Three-Bumper Hitch 2 Axle 7'x16' Trailers • Bumper
Hitch 2 Axle 8'x12' Trailer•Six-Bumper Hitch Trailers
- Random Lengths And Widths • Small Shop Built 2
Horse Trailer•20' Aluminum Van Body w Roll Up Door
•9' Aluminum Van Body For 1 Ton Truck•1 Ton Series
Heavy Duty Deluxe Utility Bed•Three-2 Ton Flat Truck
Beds•Eleven-Truck Toppers Various Sizes•'. Ton
Utility Bed • Army 6x6 Winch Truck w Rear Winch And
Boom And Front Winch•1959 Ford F-600 Boom Truck
w Winch • 1977 Chevy ,.,.. Ton Pickup, V-8, 4 Speed •
1946 Ford 1',Ton Truck - Lo Miles - Restored•A Farmall w Cultivator And Hyd. Lift - Runs Good.

24 hr. service

models. Home & Industrail. and bag closing machines. Also
scissor sharpning.40
yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill. 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1-443-8682.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NEW INVENTORY
Delta 000seneclr2 ate 8 x20 Flat Bed tv7000 Pound
Aides•Four-Bumper Hitch 6'x16' Flat Bed 2 Axle Utility
Trailers w Fenders • Delta Gooseneck 2 Axle 6x16
Stock Trailer• Neck Over 6'x16. 2 Axle Stock Trailer•
Delta Bumper Hitch 2 Horse Trailer w Deluxe Features
•Delta Bumper Hitch 6'x12'x6 6" High Stock Trailer •
Delta Bumper Hitch 5'x16' 2 Axle Stock Trailer• Delta
Bumper Hitch 6'x14' 2 Axle Stock Trailer• Tilt Deck 5'
8' Utility Trailer•Tilt Deck 4410' Utility Trailer•TwoTilt Deck 5'xl 0' Utility Trailers•3 Channel Motor Cycle
Trailer•250 Camper Top Bubble Windows

John Lane Back Hoe
Service installs and
repairs septic tanks
Also pump tanks
Licensed by the
Health Dept. You've
called the rest, now
call the best.
753-8669

•Rubber Stamps

•Business Cards

Call

Free estimates
436-2690.

NOW OFFERING

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and

MURRAY LIVESTOCK & TRAILER SALES
Sale Location: From Murray. Ky Take Hwy 94
East 1 Mile To Sale Site!

53 Services Offered
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work Experienced.

LEg S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

LAND

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

115 S. 13th
Murray, Ky.
42071

AUCTION

LAND

Saturday, January 25th - 10 a.m.
767 Acres Known as The Jerry Blankenship Farm.
Located on Old Paris and Murray Highway, being only 9 miles
from Paris city limits. Only 20 miles from Murray, Ky. Appx. 18
miles of Famous Ky. Lake at Paris Landing area.
Sale will be conducted at the home on Tract 4. For specific
details, from Paris, Tn. take 641 toward Puryear. Turn at Old
Paris Murray Road, follow signs. From Murray come to Puryear
2
/
2 miles turn right 21
/
turn toward Buchanan, Tn., go appx. 21
the
after
signs
follow
79
U.S.
from
Coming
miles, follow signs.
Buchanan Road.
Owners: Indiana Land Co. Terms: 20% sale date, bal. 30 days.

Possession: day of closing.
Farm has tobacco, wheat, corn allotments yet to be established
for 1986. This farm will be sold in tracts ranging in size from 21
acres to 358 acres with owners and auction company reserving
right to regroup and sell as complete package.

Description of Tracts:
Tract I. Consists of 137 acres, an excellent tract for anyone to

own. Three small barns. Good tract for that row crop man.
Tract II. 57 Acre tract. Looks like about 50-50 open and wooded. Nice home sites.
Tract III. 23 Acres - old barn - excellent home sites, balance
wooded.
Tract IV. 42 Acre tract has frame home w/alum. siding, 2
bedrooms, equipped for wood heat, has well on premises, well
house, smoke house, tobacco barn. Room for truck patches and
the hobby farmer. Just right for the beginners or the retirees. Be
surprised at what a paint brush, hammer and nails will do. Inspect
this one, stop paying rent.
Tracts V -VI-VII. These tracts vary in size from 21 acres to 28
acres. Own one or all of them. All wooded, would make nice home
sites. A place to harvest and sell wood. Living in town, would just
like to say you own a piece of land? This will sell where anyone
can afford it.
VIII. 358 Acre tract. The Big Daddy here. Ideal cattle form has
nice cattle and hay building already here. Livestock pond, fenced
and lots of pasture. This one has many beautiful home sites and
awaits, the livestock man's dream.
IX. 77 Acres, secluded, has access road from Row School Road.
See sign. This tract has live branch, would be ideal for cattle, for
the sportsman, for the hunting lodge. Just a good get away place.
Needless to say, it would be just great to buy this one with tract 8.
Auctioneer's Comments: Never have we offered such a variety of land tracts at one auction. Everyone being ideally located
- as they are - with frontage on hard surface roads. Live in one
of the towns, have that farm to go to, nothing beats this or build
that new home here. The time is right to buy with declining interest.
Land is still, in my mind, the best investment you will have.
ATTEND AND COME PREPARED TO BUY

OniuF21

Firm

Lic 45

Mr Bill Dodson. Owner - Murray Ky
Phone 502-753-5686, Late Evenings

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.

DAN MILLER

Office in Dover, Tn. and Clarksville, Tn.
615-645-7755
615-232-5150

MURRAY, KY. - 502435-4144

JAMES R. CAS
FANCY FARM
K'!

-

502-623-8466

Announcement day of sale will have precedence over printed matter
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
AUCTIONEERS
PROFESSIONAL APPRAISERS
20 Years Experience

•
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SEMI-ANNUALSALE
At Thurman's Furniture
NOW IN PROGRESS
Lazy Boy & Lane

Large Selection

Recliners

Pictures, Lamps
& Accessories

Large Selection

Baldwin & Kimball

Pianos & Organs

Save Up To

35 0-

/2 1 1_ /2.Price

2 Pc. Wing Back, Wood
Trim, Brown & Beige
Nylon Plaid

1
Reg. $1199.95

2 pc. Nylon Floral
Velvet Wing Back Wood
Reg. $799.95
Trim
Fairfield Camel Bock,
Wood Trim, Block Print,
Reg. $999.95
Mauve & Blue
Traditional Style, Attached Back, Rust &
Reg. $799.95
Blue Floral
2 Pc. Country Blue,
Nylon Mini Print by
Crestline
Contemporary Style,
Loose Pillow Back,
Beige, Brown & Blue
Stripe
Rattan Love Seat,
Loose Pillows, Beige 8.
Green Cotton Cover
Blusill Rust Floral
Stripe, Camel Back by
Trendling

2
1
/
12
/

2
1
/

12
/
Reg. $1399.95

Loose Pillow Back, Off
White & Blue Stripe
2 Pc. Crestline Country
Style, Nylon Beige,
Brown & Rust Mini
Print
Fairfield Traditional
Style, Wood Trim, Blue
Plaid, Attached Bock

3 pc. Solid Cherry Door
Dresser with Mirror
Large Door Chest,
Reg. $2400.00
Poster Bed
by
Maple
Solid
4 pc.
Sumter, Triple Dresser,
Mirror, Large Chest,
Poster Bed, Nite Stand
4 Pc. Solid Maple by
Jamestown, Triple
Dresser & Mirror Chest
on Chest, Spindle Bed,
Drawer Night Stand

12
/
2
1/

Reg. $2595.00

3 pc. Oak Door Dresser
with Shelf Mirror, Door
Chest, Panel
Reg. $1399.95
Headboard
Triple
Maple
Solid
3 Pc.
Dresser, Shelf Mirror, 5
Drawer Chest, Poster
Reg. $1999.95
Bed

12
/

Reg. $799.95

1-Swivel Rocker, Wood
Trim, Brown Nylon
Cover

Reg. $599.95

Contemporary Style Armoric) Type Chest with
Reg. $499.95
Doors

Reg. $899.95

12
/

1/2

Reg.
$2450.00

12
/
12
/

Jamison Queen Size,
Beige & Rust Mini
Plaid, Camel Back

12
/
Reg. $799.95

Jamison Early American
Wood Trim, Beige &
Blue Plaid, Queen Size Reg. $899.95
Regent Blue Nylon Mini
Print, Camel Back,
Reg. $899.95
Queen Size
Jamison Pillow Arm &
Back, Blue 8, Beige,
Nylon Stripe, Queen
Rog. $899.95
Size

•

Regent Pub Style,
Queen Size, Mauve &
Blue Cover, Innerspring
Mattress

Jamison Bedding

Price

All Sizes

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

12
/
12
/

12
/
12
/
12
/
12
/

IA

1 2
/

12
/
1 2
/

1 2
/

Rog. $299.95 /
2
1
1 2
/
Reg. $299.95
1 2
/
Reg. $299.95
Reg. $299.95 '1
2
/

Reg. $299.95 /
2
1

5 pc. Rattan Dinette
Glass Top Table, 4 Tall
Back Chairs with Arms

Reg. $799.95

12
/
1/2

3 Pc. Dinette Oval
Table, 2 Vinyl Seat
Chairs

Reg. $1599.95

1-Queen Ann Style
Cherry Sofa Table with
Drawers

Rog. $299.95

12
/

Reg. $349.95

Rattan Standing
Mirror

Reg. $199.95

Reg. $640.00

Rog.

Mee. $359.95

1-Girls Bachelor Chest
with Bookcase, Top
Decorations on Drawers Reg. $299.95

Murray, Ky.

1/2

2
1
Reg. $899.95 /

1-Glass Door Credenza
with Mirror Back Pecan
Finish

Thurman.!s
FURNITURE

2
1
/

Reg. $349.95

Reg. $499.95

2-American Drew Solid
Cherry End Tables with
Drawers
1-Large Contemporary
Style Chest with Doors
& Drawers
1-Mini Console, 2 Door
with Mirror, Pecan
Finish

4

12
/

2
1
/

Reg. $299.95

1-Armoire Type Chest,
2 Doors with Drawers.
Pecan Finish

Secretary Desk by
Jasper, Fruitwood
Finish Gold Striping

Reg. $1099.95

Traditional Style, Beige
Nylon Stripe Queen
Reg. $799.95
Size
Beige 8. Blue Stripe by
Jamison, Queen size
Rog. $799.95
Attached Back

2
1
/

MISC.

SOFA SLEEPERS

Lawson Arm, Beige 8.
Blue Nylon By Jamison,
Reg. $799.95
Innerspring Mattress
Jamison Flame Stitch,
Beige & Brown Nylon
Reg. $799.95
Cover, Queen Size

/2

1-Beige Velvet High
Back Swivel Rocker
1-Dark Stained Rattan
Lounge Chair, Beige
Fabric

Formica Top Table, 6 Chairs, Glass Door China

Reg. $699.95

Reg. $999.95

2-Gold Velvet Lounge
Chairs by Fairfield
2-Dark Stained Rattan
Lounge Chairs, Off
White Cover

Kincaid
8 pc. Solid Oak
Dining Room

Reg. $899.95

Reg. $1199.95

1-Lounge Chair, Grey
Flame Stitch Cover
2-High Back with Cane
Arms & Wings, Tufted
Back & Seat, Burgundy
Velvet

1/2

Wing Back by Jamison,
Blue Nylon Plaid Cover,
Reg. $799.95
Innerspring Mattress

gr.

1-Blue Velvet Swivel
Reg. $299.95
Rocker
1-Chippendale Wing
Chair, Brick Color, Cord
Reg. $379.95
Velvet
2-Cone Pullup Chairs,
Natural Finish, Green,
Beige Cotton Print
Cover
Reg. $399.95
2-Peach Color Velvet
Reg. $299.95
*Swivel Rocker
2-High Bock Wing
Chairs, Chippendale
Reg. $329.95
Style, Peach Tapestry

2
1
/

Country Style Wood
Trim, Ruffled Skirt, Cotton Print, Contrasting
Reg. $899.95
Arm Pillows
Pub Style by Jamison,
Blue Mini-Plaid Nylon
Reg. $799.95
Cover
Camel Back with Skirt
Matched Print Cover,
Reg. $799.95
by Crestline
Navy Blue Glove Soft
Vinyl, Pillow Back &
Arms, Contemporary
Style

CHAIRS

BEDROOM

SOFAS

OFF

FREE
DELIVERY

2
1
/

, gsv

